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Since the coronavirus pandemic began I have
barely left my house. I don’t mind staying at
home, as I have a full office separate from the
living space and I’m more than happy to skip
the five-hour daily commute, but one thing I
really miss is dining at my favorite restaurants,
trying new ones, and visiting museums.
These activities were a very important part
of my life before March, so I am truly looking
forward to the day when I can do such things
again. But I also wonder how it’s going to
be possible.
ELBOW ROOM
A few days ago, for the first time since midMarch, I visited a nearby restaurant—a very
popular Michelin-starred Neapolitan pizzeria.
But despite patronage still being sparse, and
the interior spacious with ample seating, we

had to wait half an hour to get in, because half
the tables were empty for social distancing.
It’s totally understandable, and I was thankful
for the precautions being taken, but it does
change the way you think about dining out—
especially in a city the size of Tokyo.
SAFELY SERVED
Will things ever return to normal? How will
restaurants do enough business to survive,
given that they won’t be able to fill nearly as
many seats for the foreseeable future? And
will diners feel comfortable?
The food-and-beverage industry is vital to
the city’s economy, so finding a way to reopen
while protecting patrons from the risks posed
by the coronavirus is a must.
While my concerns are a bit selfish—I
want to eat the foods I love and enjoy spend
ing time out with friends—the worries for
the owners are much more serious. And
as someone who writes about business on
a daily basis, I really wanted to know how
restaurants are getting by. So, this month,
we’re dipping into that starting on page 32.
BETTER LIFE?
The other thing I miss are those days spent
at the museum. Tokyo is an artistic mecca.
There are few works of creativity—famous

or obscure—that you cannot see here
if you are patient. But the experience is
not always the best, because the facilities
are usually packed. And, well, that isn’t
going to work in the new normal.
I’ve been wondering for a while if I’ll
ever be able to take in exhibitions the way
we did before March. I have been to some
museums over the past few months, but
only virtually, using my Oculus VR headset.
I’m ready to visit Mori Art Museum again,
where I am a fellow. Maybe that will happen
soon. They’ve announced reopening, for
the end of July, with reservations for specific
time slots required. Many others are doing
the same. I’m curious to see how that goes.
I think it is will make it much more difficult
to get in (as has long been the case with the
Ghibli Museum), but it may also make the
experience much better.
And that, I think, may be the key take
away for much of the post-Covid-19 world.
Things are going to be different for sure,
but they may also be more rewarding and
bring us a better experience in life. n
A flagship publication of the American
Chamber of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ),
The ACCJ Journal is a business magazine
with a 57-year history.
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Digital for All

PRESIDENT

By Peter Fitzgerald
ACCJ President

L

ast month, the American Chamber of Commerce in
Japan (ACCJ) launched the New Digital Agenda Task
Force. Why should you care? Because, despite the name,
this task force is about a lot more than digital technology.
In fact, there isn’t a single ACCJ member whose business
and lifestyle won’t be impacted by the themes and ideas
this group is tasked with exploring.
We already have the Digital Economy Committee, which
has subcommittees for cybersecurity, digital trade, and digital
transformation for non-technology industries. But with this
new task force, we’re creating a focal point to explore the digi
tal opportunity that addresses the interests of all our more
than 70 committees. Let me explain.
BREAKING BARRIERS
Japan has been somewhat of an anomaly among economies of
similar size and maturity. Traditional business practices—
exemplified by the iconic hanko (personal seal) and the
persistent use of fax machines—have created an artificial bar
rier to market entry, workstyle reform, and process efficiency.
But the coronavirus crisis—while it hasn’t necessarily
changed all that overnight—has at least caused govern
ment officials, business leaders, and employees in Japan to
question the status quo (page 26).
Employees, in particular, seem willing and able to adapt
to teleworking, much to the surprise of veterans accustomed
to Japan’s traditional close-supervision management style.
Indeed, many companies are struggling to find ways to
induce staff back to the office. In a few short months, they
have shifted from human resources programs designed
to reduce overtime and late hours to wondering whether
employees will ever return to their desk—and, if so, why?
When you realize you can do your job without a lengthy
commute or, as the dry-cleaning industry is realizing to their
dismay, without the need for office attire, why would you?
That’s just one (albeit large) example of how digital tech
nologies can quickly reshape the business environment and
impact things far beyond what the technology itself does.

WIDER REACH
As we’re all too aware, technology can reshape entire industries.
It lowers barriers to entry, allows new market entrants to com
pete against the giants, and allows the giants to become more
efficient. It can create new markets and new opportunities
almost overnight. And, most importantly, it can improve the
health and wellbeing of entire populations.
It is this holistic view of technology—its far-reaching impli
cations and opportunities—that is driving the ACCJ’s New
Digital Agenda Task Force. An aggressive embrace of techno
logy offers a viable path towards much-needed economic
growth for Japan. As a business community, this is among
our top priorities.
As Japan moves to make digital a key driver of its eco
nomic engine, it’s vital for our community to understand
and influence this transition. The work of the task force will
help shape our advocacy strategy, set priorities, and allow us
to offer viable solutions blending global best practices with
insights into Japan.
The ACCJ has a long track record of successfully advocating
on behalf of its members to improve the business environment
in Japan. Some of those efforts are industry-specific, such as
when we lobby to influence pharmaceutical regulations or tele
communications policies. Others, such as our recent statements
on re-entry restrictions and economic stimulus programs, apply
to a broad spectrum of our membership.
PARTICIPATE
The New Digital Agenda Task Force is equally relevant to all
members, regardless of company size, industry, or nationality.
While white papers on digital transformation and the digital
economy are plentiful, this is a unique opportunity to see
the subject in a more holistic way and through the lens of the
global business community operating in Japan. For those
reasons, I’d encourage you to participate and keep informed
as the task force progresses.
For more information on The New Digital Agenda Task
Force, visit: www.accj.or.jp/nda n

We’re creating a focal point to explore the digital opportunity
that addresses the interests of all our more than 70 committees.
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FOU RTH OF J U LY

Happy Independence Day to
Readers of The ACCJ Journal
By Joseph M. Young

O

n July 4, 2020, we mark the 244th
anniversary of the adoption of the
Declaration of Independence and
the symbolic birth of the United States of
America. Across our long history, this year
to date will surely stand out in memory,
with the challenges of Covid-19 and the
historic movement for racial justice and
equality in the United States. In several
months, the presidential election will make
this year even more memorable. Against
this backdrop, I feel all the more privileged
to wish a happy Independence Day to our
partners at the American Chamber of
Commerce in Japan (ACCJ) on behalf of our
team at the US Embassy and Consulates.
STRONG BILATERAL PARTNERS
It has also been a monumental year
for the US–Japan partnership. We began
the year by commemorating the 60th
anniversary of our countries’ Treaty of
Mutual Cooperation and Security, the
textual foundation of our Alliance. Over
the decades, this partnership has become
the cornerstone of peace and stability
in the Indo-Pacific, and we continue to
work side by side to address the evolv
ing security challenges in the region
and beyond.
Earlier this year, we also saw two impor
tant agreements enter into force: the US–
Japan Trade Agreement and our first ever
digital trade agreement. These achievements
are already deepening the economic links
that form another pillar of our partnership.
I would like to thank the ACCJ and its
members for their support and advocacy
throughout the negotiations. These efforts
were integral to success.

CRISIS AND RECOVERY
Of course, we continue to grapple with
Covid-19 and its staggering impact
on all aspects of life. Throughout the
crisis, the United States and Japan have
demonstrated the close cooperation
that is emblematic of our relationship,
from our coordinated care for the
passengers of the Diamond Princess
cruise ship to collaborative research
by US and Japanese health experts on
potential cures. I applaud the ACCJ’s
own efforts, and those of its member
companies, to mitigate the pandemic’s
impact on the economy and society at
large. ACCJ initiatives in information
technology, pharmaceuticals, and
other areas have been indispensable
in addressing this crisis and speeding
recovery efforts.
VISION, VALUES, MISSION
As we celebrate this holiday alongside
family and friends, I invite all to reflect
on the spirit and history of the occasion.
Let us reaffirm the conviction, as set
forth by our founders in the Declaration
of Independence, that all are created
equal with unalienable rights to life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. As
we continue our quest to ensure equality
and build an ever more perfect union, I
am confident that success will continue
to define this and all our country’s en
deavors. We also remain fortunate to
have strong friends such as Japan who
share our vision, values, and sense of
mission in the world.
Best wishes to all ACCJ members and
their families, and happy Fourth of July. n

Joseph M. Young is Chargé d’Affaires at the
Embassy of the United States, Tokyo.

I applaud the ACCJ’s own efforts, and those of its member companies,
to mitigate the pandemic’s impact on the economy and society at large.
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ACCJ VI RTUAL EVE NT

The Global State of
Customer Centricity in Pharma
By Megan Casson

I

ncreasingly, the pharmaceutical industry
is taking a customer-centric approach
to both the development and commer
cialization of new products. From being
patient-centric when conducting clinical
trials to driving more engaging inter
actions between medical representatives
and healthcare providers, companies are
placing the customer at the center of their
Johan Vermeiren
commercial models.
On June 9, the American Chamber of Commerce in Japan
(ACCJ) Healthcare Committee hosted a virtual event entitled
The Global State of Customer Centricity in Pharma and
welcomed Trilations CEO Johan Vermeiren and Director Japan &
Asia–Pacific Joeri De Haes. The pair discussed the importance of
customer centricity, the impact Covid-19 has had on the pharma
ceutical industry, and how business can proceed in a new normal.
Trilations is a Belgium-based global market research company
that works with healthcare, utilities, and finance companies. They
recently released their annual Pharma Customer Centricity
Index, a global survey that reveals how top customer-centric
pharmaceutical companies are perceived.
CLIENT-CENTRIC SERVICES
Vermeiren began the event by talking about Trilations’ services
that relate to healthcare. “We help pharma and medtech
companies to develop impactful strategies for market leader
ship via customer centricity through superior analytics and
team mobilization,” he explained. By helping design and
install customer-centric strategies, Trilations supplies analysis
and studies to help companies succeed and grow in competi
tive markets.
Starting with why Trilations was created—and why they
felt the need to provide customer-centric leadership plans and
analysis—Vermeiren said: “We see companies engaging in
very important customer centricity change programs, taking
customer centricity very seriously, and trying to reach more
competitive positions through customer centricity.”

Joeri De Haes

He also mentioned that there are similar initiatives on other
topics, such as reputation. There are companies that provide infor
mation on the performance on reputation within the pharma
ceutical industry, he said, ranking companies on a global scale and
also by region and country.
“[This is the] reason why we set customer centricity as a core of
our service—we wanted to fill this gap. And that’s what the back
ground is of this study and the reason for starting this initiative.”
De Haes explained that customer centricity can be measured in
multiple ways. “As a pharmaceutical company you are interacting
with multiple stakeholders, and there are multiple stakeholders
who could be considered customers. But within our definition
of customer centricity, we focus on two of the most important
stakeholders that you’re working with: physicians and patients,”
he said. “So, for us, customer centricity is defined as the combina
tion of physician centricity and patient centricity.”
JAPAN’S POSITION
Trilations’ Pharma Customer Centricity Index looks at how
participating companies perform, the impact of customer service,
whether it matters to be customer centric, and whether this really
does improve performance in the market.
De Haes spoke about how the results were gathered. A short
online survey was taken by 1,422 specialists representing
pharmaceutical companies in nine countries—the United States,
UK, Spain, Italy, France, Germany, Brazil, China, and Japan—
from February to March, just as the Covid-19 pandemic was
triggering lockdowns in China. The survey focused on different

Within our definition of customer centricity, we focus on two of the
most important stakeholders that you’re working with: physicians and patients.
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CUSTOMER CENTRICITY PERFORMANCE
Pharma customer centricity index
IMMUNOLOGY

HAEMATO-ONCOLOGY

IMMUNOLOGY
14%

28%

12%

14%

10%

11%

10%

8%

9%

8%

8%

7%

7%

6%

5%
5%
4%
% of physicians ranking company as most customer-centric
128

JPN

Dermatology | Rheumatology | Gastroenterology

6%
3%
3%
% of physicians ranking company as most customer-centric
125

JPN

Haematology | Oncology
SOURCE: TRILATIONS’ PHARMA CUSTOMER CENTRICITY INDEX

specialties in healthcare, hematology, oncology, dermatology,
rheumatology, gastroenterology, and immunology.
In terms of immunology, the results were based on physicians
ranking companies as the most customer centric. Maruho
Medical Inc. took the lead, with 14 percent of respondents
indicating that Maruho is the most customer-centric company
in Japan. ACCJ corporate sustaining member AbbVie placed
second with 12 percent, and Kyowa Hakko Kirin Co., Ltd.
received four percent.
De Haes commented: “Of course, the broadness of the port
folio also influences these scores, and the broader your portfolio
the more likely it is that you will score high. If you have a niche
specialty, then it’s normal that you would receive a lower score. But
we also see that companies with a lower portfolio or smaller
portfolio are able to reach a high position within the customer
centricity index.”
De Haes said there was no clear winner, with the results fairly
evenly stretched. Immunology is a crowded market, he added,
and Trilations does not see one company taking a large share in
terms of customer centricity.
PORTFOLIO FOCUS
A key purpose of the survey was to see how some important
concepts are linked to customer centricity. De Haes said two
important criteria are:
n

n

Clinical trial recommendation—the extent to which physicians
are likely to recommend a given company as a partner in
clinical trials
Treatment portfolio recommendation—physician preference
based on the portfolio of immunology products a given company
is offering

“We are not focusing on individual brands here, we’re focusing
on the portfolio of brands offered by each of these companies,”
De Haes explained.
In the clinical trial recommendation survey, Maruho Medical
Inc., Kyowa Hakko Kirin., Ltd., and Chugai Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd.
placed first, second, and third, respectively. The treatment portfolio
recommendation found Chugai Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd. at the
top, with Pfizer Inc. and Janssen Pharmaceutica tied for second.
ACCJ President’s Circle member Eli Lilly Japan K.K. placed third.
These surveys focused purely on companies operating in Japan,
and participants were Japan-based physicians.
NEW NORMAL
De Haes revealed that Trilations has been working on an assess
ment of the impact Covid-19 has had on the healthcare industry
in Japan, and Vermeiren spoke about the fallout. He also gave
a short overview of the results gathered from the analysis. The
study revealed that, in Japan, there is an increased preference for
digital interactions rather than face-to-face ones. This preference
has grown since the start of the crisis, and the desire for face-toface has decreased rapidly.
He also discussed the pandemic’s effect on physician prefer
ences related to push vs. pull communication channels. Push
communication refers to any information passed from sender to
receiver. Pull communication is when the information is retrieved
proactively from third-party sources.
“Push information, which is done through digital channels, is
not as satisfying for physicians. What we saw was that, in early
lockdown, there was almost no variation in pull information.
But we see that in late lockdown, the pull behavior increased
a lot. This is our observation on how interactions take place
in Japan.” n

View the Pharma Customer Centricity Index
www.trilations.com/journal/the-global-state-of-customer-centricity-in-pharma
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ACCJ VIRTUAL EVENT

Second Annual ACCJ Shareholder Forum
Facing new challenges and active engagement amid the pandemic
By C Bryan Jones

I

n addition to the unexpected twists and turns of operating
during the coronavirus pandemic, companies in Japan must
also come to understand changes in financial laws as they
navigate a very interesting shareholder meeting season.
On June 2, the American Chamber of Commerce in Japan
(ACCJ) Alternative Investment Committee (AIC) hosted the
second annual ACCJ Shareholder Forum. The virtual event
brought together five speakers with expert knowledge of the
fiduciary and regulatory landscape:
■
■
■
■

■

Ryohei Yanagi, CFO, Eisai Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.
Nicholas Smith, strategist, CLSA Securities Japan Co., Ltd.
Emi Onozuka, COO, Japan Catalyst, Inc.
Fabiana Fedeli, global head of fundamental equities, Robeco
Institutional Asset Management
Seth Fischer, CIO, Oasis Management Company, Ltd.

The mission of the forum is to address the lack of public infor
mation about the existence of shareholder initiatives among
listed companies in Japan. The discussion included views about
the impact on foreign investors of reporting and notification
changes, the appropriate roles of asset managers and owners in
revitalizing public Japanese companies, how the corporate and
management landscapes are evolving in the coronavirus eco
nomy, and key strategies to address investor stewardship in Japan.
AIC Chair Frank Packard delivered opening remarks and
Vice-Chair Christopher Wells established the theme for the day.
“You may recall that, last year, I mentioned that it took Frank
and me almost five years of discussions and planning to get the

Christopher Wells
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first forum off the ground. Now we’re only in our second year,
and we’re challenged by Covid-19. But we’re tough and we’re
going to keep doing this, hopefully indefinitely into the future.
“Frank and I had been planning this year’s forum since last
autumn, and we had even secured the Tokyo Stock Exchange
once again as the venue. But all that changed with the dramatic
spread of Covid-19 and the need to shelter in place. Never
theless, a virtual environment has certain benefits to the ability
to include investors from other parts of the world, and will help
to spread the message of the need for active shareholder and
buyer involvement in the stewardship of Japanese companies.”
TRIPLE WHAMMY
To establish the framework for the forum, Wells outlined
three developments over the past year that have impacted
the dialogue on stewardship:
■
■
■

Coronavirus impact on annual general meetings (AGMs)
Increased environmental, social, and governance (ESG)
Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Law (FEFTA) changes

Japan has amended FEFTA to require prior notification of
investments greater than one percent by foreign investors.
The changes vastly increase the number of listed companies
deemed essential to national security and amend the regulations
for reporting foreign investment rules for these companies—
something that has raised concerns in the forum.
“This negative impression of these changes was reinforced
by required prior approvals for shareholders to exercise their

Frank Packard
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Some 300 companies—nearly 10 percent of the listed com
panies—have net cash greater than their market cap.
“A lot of Japanese management are walking around
Marunouchi very proudly wearing United Nations Strategic
Development Goals badges, but their ROI is very low, their
PBR is very low. My answer is: let’s prove the relevance
between ESG and value creation in our active engagement
with evidence. Why don’t we stop ambiguous, emotional
language about ESG? We should show the money, show
the evidence.

fundamental voting rights on specific shareholder initiatives
by topic, which suggested to many of the foreign observers that
industrial policy—rather than national security objectives—
were paramount in making the changes,” Wells explained.
“While the creation of certain exemptions from that reporting
has eased anxieties among foreign investors, there remains
a concern that these new rules will undermine stewardship
initiatives aimed at improved management performance, and
will make investing in Japan significantly less attractive over
the long term.”
Wells said the forum continues to believe that the result of
active shareholder engagement will be a virtuous cycle, and a
win–win for all stakeholders, including employees, present and
future management of Japanese corporations, and the financial
interests of the shareholders themselves.
After Wells’ remarks, the Forum received a keynote address
from the Ministry of Finance’s Hideaki Imamura, director
of the Research Division, International Bureau. He gave a
presentation on the revisions to FEFTA.
ESG
Ryohei Yanagi, who, in addition to his role as CFO of Eisai is a
visiting professor at Waseda University, delivered a presentation
entitled Proving the Relevance between ESG and Corporate
Value in Engagement.
Referencing a model from the International Integrated
Reporting Council tied to Japan’s price-to-book value ratio
(PBR), he asked how much cash a company should keep on
hand to cope with unexpected circumstances such as the
coronavirus pandemic.
“I set aside three months’ equivalent cash holdings on
our balance sheet to cope with CCC, which stands for cash
conversion cycle,” Yanagi said. “In addition, as a contingency
plan, it is advisable to secure lines of credit with Japanese
banks for an additional three months’ sales equivalent.”
He pointed out that some Japanese companies have accu
mulated cash stockpiles far exceeding their annual sales.

Activist Demands in Japan by Year
60
50
40
30
©JAPAN CATALYST, INC.

Ryohei Yanagi

PEAK ACTIVIST?
Next, CLSA Securities Japan strategist Nicholas Smith talked
about how the economic challenges brought on by the corona
virus have affected the Japanese market and the potential for
investor activism.
“For the past few years, quality has outperformed,” he said.
“Quality is defined as high-return-on-equity companies whose
earnings are not strongly dependent on the business cycle. They
tend to be cash rich.” Almost 56 percent of non-financials listed
on the Tokyo Stock Price Index are now net cash, Smith said,
compared with just 16 percent on the US S&P 500.
He explained that cash-rich companies have been strongly
outperforming highly leveraged companies this year, the reason
largely being cash burn due to the coronavirus pandemic. But
the crisis has had an unusual effect on Japan’s business market.
“While US stocks had enjoyed even greater multiple expan
sion, Japan has seen relentless multiple compression. Japanese
valuations are tightly correlated with foreign buying, and
foreign investors are now heavily underweighting Japan,”
said Smith, who noted that this is strange given there are few
countries that have been as lightly touched by Covid-19.
“Listed Japan is bloated with excess cash. That’s a valuable
cushion in the recession. Share buybacks in the United States
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Shareholders need to set clear expectations and provide a timeline
by differentiating the short-term expectations versus the long term.
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and transform Japanese capital markets through investments
that create true long-term return.
“Because we’re facing this unique time—especially in Japan—
together with other regulatory changes such as FEFTA, we
believe that shareholders need to set clear expectations and
provide a timeline by differentiating the short-term expectations
versus the long term,” she continued. “For companies, they need
to provide more transparency and explanations about their
accountability through documentation and top-management
communications. This will create a basis for a dialogue to
achieve short-term recovery and long-term growth.”
Onozuka asked three key questions:
have depleted the cushion there. Many are uncomfortable about
permitting companies that have done huge share buybacks to
access bailout money from the public purse,” he explained.
Even more small companies in Japan are cash rich, he added,
making the country a target-rich environment for activists.
“I can show you reams of small companies that are trading
at less than cash or less than equity holdings on their balance
sheets. They’ve got negative enterprise value. Imagine a store
where lots of products have cash-back coupons worth more
than their share-price tags. The Tokyo Stock Exchange is just
such a store, and anyone is allowed to shop.”
Currently, Japanese banks are only lending out about twothirds of their deposits. Smith said this means companies can
afford to take the excess cash off their balance sheets, because
the banks are desperate for new borrowers.
“Money without velocity has a discounted value. So, it
shouldn’t be a surprise that as much as 52 percent of stocks
are now trading below not just book but below tangible
book in Japan. The accounting book value of a company
can be polluted with fanciful values for goodwill. Tangible
book, however, is physical stuff—things you can stub your
toe on or, more profitably, sell off to generate cash that can
be put to work. That’s what the activists are trying to get
companies to do.”
For this reason, Smith said, investors prepared to engage
with companies in Japan have a huge target-rich environment
to work with. “Global activists and private equity companies
have scrambled to build operations here, making it the secondbiggest market for activism behind the United States.”

■
■
■

What are investors looking for during the crisis?
What are regulators looking to do in terms support?
What have Japanese corporations realized?

“Many investors that I talk to say that this is a great test to
see if a company is resilient, which means not only that they
have immediate means to survive and keep employees, but have
a business model and operational base that makes sense during
and post crisis,” she said.
As an example, she cited a statement from the International
Corporate Governance Network, which says that it is the com
pany’s responsibility to prioritize employee safety and welfare,
pursue a long-term view on social responsibilities, take holistic
and equitable approaches to capital allocation decisions, and
communicate comprehensively.
And an example from the domestic industry group
Institutional Investors Collective Engagement Forum notes
that the post-pandemic era will likely call for further digita
lization and corporate behavioral changes to increase the
efficiency and resilience of business models.
In terms of regulators and what they are looking to do in
relation to Covid-19 emergency support and fiscal recovery
packages, Onozuka said the hidden question is whether there
has been a change in environmental stewardship and climate
transition measures due to a focus on social capital.
“A simple answer is no, given measures taken by different
regulators,” she said, citing conditions placed on a massive

ACTIVISM AND ESG
Japan Catalyst’s Emi Onozuka pulled together the themes
covered by Yanagi and Smith as she talked about how Covid-19
is impacting investor activism.
“The greatest public health and economic crisis of recent
history has made us all—namely investors, corporates, and
governments—realize that we need to approach business
and life differently,” she said. “Today, however, I want to take
this opportunity to reiterate what has not changed—from an
investor point of view—especially when we want to revitalize

In the years to come, the new normal will continue to be mindful of
social interactions and workstyle flexibility, efficiency, and productivity.
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Engagement: A Structured Process
The steps of engagement

1
Select stocks
for engagement

4

2

Monitoring
progress
& report

Information
engagement

3
Intensive
engagement

rescue measure by the French government—a state-backed
loan of €4 billion to Air France—that demand the airline’s
overall carbon dioxide emission per passenger kilometer be
cut in half by 2030, compared with 2015 levels. Air France
is also being asked to renew its fleet with more efficient
aircraft and to commit to sourcing two percent of fuel from
sustainable sources by 2025.
“Looking ahead to midterm recovery measures, most of the
climate and environmental ministers in the 27-nation European
Union back putting the European Green Deal at the heart of the
post-coronavirus world,” she said. “The statement by the group
notes that this moment of recovery will be an opportunity to
rethink our society and develop a new model for prosperity that
is more resilient, protective, sovereign, and inclusive.”
The Japanese government’s plan is not as clear as that of
the EU, she said, but key messages were part of the April 20
decision on an emergency economic recovery package. The
measure includes ¥48.4 trillion in direct fiscal spending, as well
as a ¥117.1 trillion economic package to prevent the spread of
infection, support employment and business continuity, boost
economic recovery, and build a more resilient economic system.
Key steps include:
■
■
■
■

efficiency, and productivity—all of which is centered on the
wellbeing of humankind,” Onozuka said. She then cited Nidec
Corporation CEO Shigenobu Nagamori, who is famous for
leading the company with his hard-working style. In the face of
the coronavirus, he admitted that the most important thing is his
employees’ wellbeing, as well as increasing productivity, and that
some of the beliefs that he has long held have become obsolete.
The post-Covid-19 landscape, Onozuka believes, will be a
chance for Japanese companies to carry out digital trans
formation and pay for performance. Both are behavioral and
operational changes. “I would like to say that investors will likely
be no different to pre-crisis. If any different, investors will look
more to material areas of companies’ sustainable growth, and
proper stakeholder value, which will likely be supported by the
government’s economic growth strategy.”
SHAREHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Robeco Institutional Asset Management’s Fabiana Fedeli
spoke next and covered shareholder engagement in Japan.
“An engagement program is a structured program that needs
to be thought through, and that does take a lot of resources,” she
said. “We need to appreciate how many times companies get
letters from investors with diverse and unstructured requests.
I would find that very difficult, if I were in their shoes, to deal
with. When we start an engagement program, it is a structured
one that is very thought out. We do believe the endpoint will
be successful for the company, as it will help the long-term
health and sustainability of their business, which, as long-term
investors, is our goal.”
Fedeli explained Robeco’s process:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Start by selecting stocks for engagement
Request information from companies
Gather publicly available information
Begin intensive engagement program
Monitor results and record the progress
Ensure a consistent feedback loop
Adjust investment decisions based on results

In terms of working with a company’s board of directors,
Fedeli noted that the role of the board in Japan is often different
from in the West. In Japan, a board seems to have many more
operational tasks, whereas in Western countries it is often where
you go when you want to set targets, governance policy, or

Supply chain rebuilding
Agricultural product exports
Digital transformation
Accelerated decarbonization

Through these measures, the Japanese government believes it
can foster midterm and sustainable long-term growth, she said.
What have Japanese corporations realized as a result of the
crisis? It has been a wake-up call for the senior management of
many Japanese companies to realize that international, behav
ioral, and process changes are needed if they are to survive.
“In the years to come, the new normal will continue to
be mindful of social interactions and workstyle flexibility,
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Having very clear objectives and giving feedback to the companies
with which you engage is really essential for constructive dialogue.

broad strategy—abilities that Robeco particularly values.
She also had advice for those preparing to engage with
Japanese companies, a process that flows differently elsewhere.
“First and foremost, it’s really important to be aware of cultural
differences in Japan. It’s really important to start building up a
good relationship with companies. You can’t really call a com
pany, cold turkey, and just say, ‘We’re investing in your stock, we
would like to start a conversation.’ Generally, you start with an
introduction from the portfolio manager or analyst. You get
to know each other, you have a lot more face-to-face meetings,
and there’s a lot more time spent actually explaining the course
of action and goals.”
And, she added, having very clear objectives and giving
feedback to the companies with which you engage is really
essential for constructive dialogue.
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
To close out the forum, Oasis Management Company’s Seth
Fischer talked about Japan’s 2020 proxy season and governance
in the time of coronavirus.
“We’ve been investing in and engaged with Japanese com
panies for the past 18 years,” he said of Oasis’s role in the market.
“In fulfillment of our duties under Japan’s stewardship code,
we’re committed to strategic engagement, when necessary, to
improve our investee companies’ long-term value. We strive
for our engagements to lead to increased earnings, improved
corporate governance, and enhanced corporate values.”
For the June 2020 AGM season, Oasis has proxies with:
■
■
■

Fujitec Co., Ltd.
Mitsubishi Logistics, Inc.
Hazama Ando Corporation

“These companies have all failed to significantly address
business and governance concerns, and they all share charac
teristics of entrenched, cozy, and complacent management that
is not striving to increase corporate value for shareholders,”
Fischer said.

As an example of poor governance at Hazama Ando,
one of Japan’s largest general construction companies, Fischer
pointed out the same issue as Smith: hoarding cash. With cash
accounting for 83 percent of the company’s market cap, and
cash plus securities making up 100 percent of the treasuryadjusted market cap, Hazama Ando’s PE ratio adjusted for next
cash is 1.1. That’s just 10 percent of competitor Nishimatsu
Construction Co., Ltd. (10.1).
The choices of what to do with that enormous amount of
cash have also raised concerns. Hazama Ando announced
in February that they will invest ¥100 billion in real estate
and power projects. “Both are businesses they are not in
volved in, that are not core to their business. We suggested
they buy back their own stock at 1.1 times PE,” Fischer said,
explaining that Oasis has asked this year for implementation
of a 9.98-percent share buyback (¥17 billion) and revisions
to the articles of incorporation.
Another example Fischer gave relates to investment in tech
nology. Oasis has recommended to Mitsubishi Logistics that
two independent directors with very strong logistics experience
be added to help the company increase margins.
“We believe the company can increase margins dramatically
if they invest in technology, robotics, and automation within
their logistics processes,” Fischer said, adding that the two
directors being recommended have ideal experience to make
this technology shift happen successfully. “All their clients are
going to benefit dramatically from the increased speed and
efficiency of increased technology and robotics within the
logistics sector.” n
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Global Startups
and Open Innovation
ACCJ-Kansai series explores positive impacts of crisis
Takehiro Aoki contributed to this story

T

he American Chamber of Commerce in Japan Kansai
Business Programs Committee has launched a new
webinar program, presented in Japanese, entitled the
Technology Series, which focuses on the intersection of
tech and leadership. Leaders who are committed to the
challenging theme of connecting cutting-edge technology
with business to make a better world are invited to share
their insights.
For the first session, held on June 5, Dr. Shotaro Funai of
the Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology Graduate
University explained his cutting-edge research on artificial
intelligence. He was also interviewed in the June issue of
The ACCJ Journal.
For the second installment, on June 24, we were pleased
to welcome Dr. Masashi Matsunaga, senior consultant at
Oxentia Ltd., a global innovation company started by the
University of Oxford.
Dr. Takehiro Aoki, a member of the ACCJ-Kansai Business
Committee and an employee of ACCJ President’s Circle
Member Eli Lilly Japan K.K., contributed as a planner and

the moderator of the event, which was supported by the Life
Science Innovation Network Japan (LINK-J).
Matsunaga, who resides in Oxford, England, is an active
figure in the Japanese innovation ecosystem and is an advisor
for the Medical Innovation Support Office (MEDISO), a
Japanese government-funded program supporting medical
startups. He also works closely with LINK-J and promotes
collaboration between UK and Japanese startups and investors
to unlock the commercialization potential of cutting-edge
science and technology research.
INNOVATION GROWTH
The coronavirus pandemic has seriously curbed trade and
travel, impacted logistics, and caused a severe slowdown in
the global economy. While these are certainly negatives, the
downturn has had a positive influence on the innovation
ecosystem of startups.
In his presentation, Matsunaga spoke about the impact of
Covid-19 on fundraising and the exit strategies of startups, as
well as the merger-and-acquisition (M&A) strategies of large

Medical startups have continued to grow while maintaining strength and flexibility.
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ACCJ-Kansai Business Programs Committeeでは今年
からの新しい取り組みとして、テクノロジーとリーダーシップ
に焦点を当てたテクノロジーシリーズを開始しました。
「テクノ
ロ ジ ー とビ ジ ネ ス を 繋 げ る ことで 社 会 課 題 を 解 決 し 、
よりよ い 社 会 を 作 る 」とい う 大 き な テ ー マ に 取 り 組 む
リ ー ダ ー シップ の 実 像 に 迫 りま す 。第 1 回 は 6 月 5 日
に沖縄科学技術大学院大学（OIST）の船井正太郎博士を招
き、AIをテーマに対談を行いました。
今回は第2弾として6月２４日に英オックスフォード大学発のグロー
バルイノベーション企業 Oxentia の 松永昌之博士をゲスト
にお招きし、グローバルスタートアップとオープンイノベー
ションをテーマにウェビナーを行いました。
モデレーターとして
Kansai Business Programs Committeeメンバーで日本
イー ライリリー 株 式 会 社 の 青 木 健 洋 氏 が 企 画 か ら 実 行
まで携わりました。
Matsunaga speaking at a LINK-J networking reception in 2019.

corporations. It is predicted that, as a result of the coronavirus,
the move towards shorter-term corporate acquisition focused
on viability will accelerate.
He also mentioned that one of the differences between the
innovation environments in Japan and the UK is the ability
of startups to survive change by “having a strategy and being
able to say no.” Examples given of how the crisis is spurring
innovative operations include regenerative medicine startups,
which continue to grow while maintaining strength and
flexibility—even in these challenging times.
PARTNERSHIP POWER
Matsunaga also introduced new measures for corporate open
innovation that allow discovery and evaluation of unique tech
nology startups in a timely manner, and effectively advance
alliances, partnerships, and M&A possibilities.
The success of accelerating intraventure business and how
to develop new business inside the company in a short period
of time is another point he touched on.
Many of the 135 participants actively asked questions about
the first step to promoting open innovation, as well as success
stories of building the startup ecosystem in rural areas of the
UK. Matsunaga explained the UK tax system and national
strategy while presenting a case study of a company located in
an isolated area that moved to Cambridge to develop a product
through the ecosystem there.
During the Q&A section, Matsunaga shared his future
plans and how he has retained a policy of being a scientist
throughout his career.
The third session of the ACCJ-Kansai Technology Series is
scheduled for July 30, once again in collaboration with LINK-J,
and more will be held online in the months to come. n

現在、新型コロナウイルスに世界的蔓延により、人の活動及び
物流は制限され、世界経済は減速しています。この 影 響は
スタートアップ企業を取り巻くイノベーションエコシステム
にも大きな影を落としています。
松永氏は、コロナウイルス蔓延は、スタートアップ企業の資金
調達や出口戦略、また、大企業におけるM&A戦略にも影響
を与えていること、その方向性として、
より短期的な実効性を
重視した事業買収が加速すると語りました。松永氏は、日本と
英国のイノベーション環境の違いに触れつつ、外的環境の
変化を勝ち抜くことのできるスタートアップは「戦略的かつ
Noと言える企業」であると述べ、実体験をもとに、事業方針を
柔軟に転換させながら成長を続ける、再生医療系スタート
アップの改革的なオペレーション事例などをご紹介いただ
きました。そのほか、グローバルマーケットからユニークな
戦略をもつ技術型スタートアップ企業をタイムリーに発掘・評価し、
アライアンスや事業提携、M&Aまでのプロセスを効果的に
進めるための企業型オープンイノベーションの新たな手法や、
社内ベンチャーを加速化させ、新事業を自社内で短期に育成
させるための実例等もお話いただきました。
参加者からは、オープンイノベーションを進める第一歩や、
英 国でのスタートアップ の エコシステ ム 構 築 の 地 方での
成功例についてなど、活発に質問があり、松永氏は、英国の
税制度や国策、地方からケンブリッジに拠点を移し大学などの
エコシステムを活用し製品開発をしている具体的な企業の成
功例を交えてお話しされました。
質疑応答では、松永氏が今後成し遂げたいと考えている理想
像や大事にされてきたサイエンティストとしてのキャリアポリ
シーなど、
キャリア形成に関する考え方もお話いただきました。
松永氏は日本におけるイノベーションエコシステムの中核で
あるライフサイエンス・イノベーション・ネットワーク・ジャパン
（LINK-J）のサポーターを兼任されており、本イベントはACCJ
とLINK-Jの初の協力イベントとして実施されました。今後も、
多くの協働が期待されています。

Takehiro Aoki is a member of the
ACCJ-Kansai Business Committee and
part of the Eli Lilly Japan K.K. team.
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Dual Mission
ACCJ Chubu chapter, US Consulate Nagoya mark milestones in 2020
By Gary Schaefer

I

t’s a big year for anniversaries in Nagoya. The American
Chamber of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ) Chubu chapter
turns 20 in November and will be celebrating two decades
of partnerships that have benefited US businesses in Japan’s
third-largest metropolitan area.
One of the strongest of those partnerships is with the US
Consulate in Nagoya, which will reach a milestone of its own
in 2020: the centennial of its opening on July 3, 1920. Since
that day, 100 years ago, the Consulate has walked in lockstep
with Nagoya on its astounding journey to become Japan’s
manufacturing capital and busiest port.
EARLY DAYS
While it may seem obvious that the United States should have a
diplomatic presence in Nagoya—Aichi Prefecture has led Japan
in industrial output for 43 straight years, and Nagoya Port has
handled the most cargo for the past 18 years—things didn’t
always look that way. Nagoya emerged as an industrial center in
the 19th century, led by textiles and ceramics. But the city lacked
a deep-water harbor, so it was Yokkaichi, on the other side
of Ise Bay in Mie Prefecture, that got the nod when the United
States decided to open its first outpost in central Japan in 1909.
All that changed over the next decade as Nagoya’s harbor was
dredged and upgraded to become an international gateway.

In 1919, Harry Hawley was given the job of moving the Consulate
from Yokkaichi to Nagoya. The New Jersey native applied for an
appointment as a consul at the age of 37, after a long career as
a globetrotting State Department secretary who accompanied
US officials to Manila, Shanghai, and Tokyo. On July 3, 1920,
Hawley raised the Stars and Stripes above a two-story Westernstyle residence near Nagoya Station that was rented from the
city for a whopping ¥150 per month.
Hawley stayed on as Consul until 1925 and laid the foun
dation for today’s close commercial partnership between the
United States and Nagoya. The rapid development of trade was
showcased at the 1937 Nagoya Pan-Pacific Peace Exhibition,
Japan’s first expo. Several US cities, including Dallas, Los Angeles,
and New York, took part in that pioneering 10-week interna
tional gathering.
The Consulate closed on the eve of World War II, but reopened
in Nagoya’s Sakae business district in 1950. The late 1950s and
1960s were boom times for Nagoya, and the Consulate matched
the city’s impressive growth spurt. The United States scaled up its
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diplomatic presence with a three-story complex in Naka Ward
that housed seven American officers. US Ambassador to Japan
Douglas MacArthur II came from Tokyo for the grand open
ing on December 12, 1958. But budget cuts prompted the
shuttering of the Consulate in 1970, an era during which
Nagoya’s industrial economy was facing its own challenges
from oil and currency shocks.
THE RETURN
Happily, the Consulate got a new lease on life in the 1980s, when
events focused attention on the value of diplomatic outposts
in promoting trade and investment flows. In 1986, four years
after Honda Motor Company, Ltd. became the first Japanese
automaker to open an assembly plant in the United States, an
American consul was seconded to Nagoya from Osaka. By 1993,
Nagoya was once again home to a US Consulate of its own, which
was inaugurated by US Ambassador to Japan Walter Mondale.
The final chapter in the 100-year story began in 2005, when
the Consulate moved to its current location on the sixth floor of
the Nagoya International Center Building. That was an equally
historic year for Nagoya, as the city hosted a world expo that
attracted 22 million visitors.
As we celebrate the past, we at the Consulate are looking
forward to another 100 years of building bridges between the
United States and central Japan, in partnership with Nagoya’s
US business community.
And, of course, we wish a very
happy 20th to all our friends at the
ACCJ-Chubu! n

Gary Schaefer is principal officer at the
US Consulate Nagoya and a member of
the ACCJ-Chubu executive committee.

We at the Consulate are looking forward to another 100 years of
building bridges . . . in partnership with Nagoya’s US business community.
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INTERVIEW

William Mahr
One of the ACCJ’s longest-serving
members reflects on his life in Japan
By Julian Ryall

A

24

51-year veteran of the American Chamber of Commerce in
Japan (ACCJ), William Mahr is one of the longest-serving
members in the chamber’s history. “But it seems like it was
only yesterday when I joined,” he insisted as The ACCJ Journal
spoke with him by phone. “And, for a long time, I was one of the
younger participants in the various meetings. How time flies.”
Born in Yokohama to a German father and a Danish mother,
Mahr’s grandparents had come to Japan from Europe when
the country opened up to the West in the latter part of the 19th
century. He has lived in Tokyo since the 1960s, but credits the
longevity of his career with being able to escape to Karuizawa,
Nagano Prefecture, on weekends and holidays.
We talked to him about his experiences living and working in
Japan, how he sees the challenges brought about by Covid-19,
and where things may go next.

for them as an office manager. Eventually, I was elected to
assume the role of representative director in Japan for Fluor
in 1992. I have been with the company for a total of 51 years
as of this year.

Where did you study? What was your first career move?
After graduating from St. Joseph College High School in
Yokohama, I studied business administration at St. Mary’s
College of California, in Moraga, in the San Francisco Bay
area. After graduating, I worked at a bank in San Francisco
before returning to Japan to join Price Waterhouse Co., now
PwC Japan, in Tokyo. After working with Price Waterhouse
for five years, I was recruited by Fluor Daniel Japan to work

There have been some testing times in your years in Japan.
Which was the most worrying and why?
Economic cycles of boom and bust, as well as natural calami
ties, are unfortunately an inevitable part of life that remains
beyond the control of any single person. I’ve found it important
over my long career to focus on things that you actually have
control over, and to put into perspective temporary downturns
in the economy. The lessons I’ve drawn in this regard are
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When and why did you join the ACCJ?
I joined the ACCJ in 1969 as an Additional Company Repre
sentative to replace a colleague who had returned to the
United States. That was the year that Apollo 11 landed on the
moon. I subsequently became a Company Voting Member
in 1986. When I first joined the chamber, I was active in the
Construction and Architecture Committee, and have since
remained in the chamber to keep in touch with various busi
ness contacts and to stay attuned to the latest developments in
the business environment between Japan and the United States.

I’ve found it important over my long career to focus on things that you actually
have control over, and to put into perspective temporary downturns in the economy.
created other obstacles to these construction projects in
a way that I’ve never seen over 50 years of working in this
industry. And, this has caused clients to be hesitant to invest in
newer projects due to the uncertainty caused by the pandemic.
What business lessons have you learned through the years?
During my long working history, I have learned to be honest,
loyal to the company, as well as to enjoy and take pride in
what I do.

Mahr (front left) at the St. Joseph reunion shinnenkai in January.

that no matter how bleak things look at the moment, they will
eventually get better—that this too shall pass. The same can be
said about the Covid-19 pandemic. I also find that these
testing times are an opportunity for new ideas and business
practices to be adopted more readily than during normal times.
I’m curious to see how the current pandemic will give rise
to new ways of thinking and working, as well as create new
business opportunities.
How damaging has Covid-19 been for your company?
Fluor Daniel Japan is involved in large-scale construction
projects in Japan, working in joint ventures with Japanese
construction companies. Thus, from a business perspective,
the present coronavirus pandemic seems most damaging
among past crises, as this has caused significant delays and

Are you optimistic that Japan will bounce back?
I am. Historically, such as in the case of the bursting of the
economic bubble and the Lehman shock, Japan has always
managed to recover from such economic downturns, and I
believe that the economy will eventually return to normal
once again when the pandemic has settled. However, it will
take some time.
What is the secret to success in business in Japan?
I am sometimes asked about this. Having witnessed over the
years both successful and unsuccessful examples of foreign
companies, as well as expats, trying to establish themselves in
the Japanese market, I firmly believe that a stable foundation,
as well as a strong understanding of the Japanese culture—
particularly of the business culture—is very important. In
addition, the actualization of genuine and long-lasting
relationships with Japanese business associates is paramount.
What does the future hold?
It has been a great privilege to have been associated with the
ACCJ for more than half a century, and I look forward to contin
uing my association with the chamber for years to come. n

Mahr attended St. Joseph College High School in Yokohama.
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WELCOME TO OUR NEW

WORLD OF WORK
Staff laud post-virus home–office hybrid model
By Malcolm Foster

As the Covid-19 threat appears to be receding
in Japan, and businesses inch back toward some
level of normalcy, a strong shift in the labor winds
may be blowing. With breathtaking speed, the
coronavirus may have permanently changed Japan’s
business culture in the space of a few months,
executives told The ACCJ Journal.
Some companies plan never to return to their old pattern
of requiring everyone to work at the office. Instead, they
are adopting a new, hybrid model—in which teleworking
remains a key part of regular operations. It’s a stunning
turnaround for a country that has long resisted adopting
flexible work practices.
The change is widely welcomed by women and younger
generations—vital pools of talent that are critical to Japan’s
future as the population and workforce shrink. We talked
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to some leading companies to find out what steps they are
taking as they transition.
RULE, NOT EXCEPTION
Fujitsu Ltd., the digital technology company that has been on
the cutting edge of workplace flexibility in Japan, is making
teleworking the rule, not the exception. For the foreseeable
future, it plans to limit the portion of its employees going
to the office to just 25 percent, although it may raise that in
coming weeks.
“Our general rule now is not commuting into the office—it’s
teleworking,” said a company spokesperson. “Rather than aiming
to return to 50 or 100 percent, we want everyone to think about
making teleworking a regular part of their behavior, and we aim
to keep office use to a minimum. The coronavirus has caused us
to adopt a new approach to work.”
SoftBank Corp. has also seized on the pandemic as a catalyst
for embracing a new philosophy that promotes working from
home as an equally valid option alongside coming into the
office. Softbank aims to cap the portion of employees in
its offices to 50 percent of its non-retail workforce over the

WORKPLACE

DAVE WEST
President and general manager
Cisco Systems GK

coming months, and internal surveys show that 80 percent
of staffers say working from home 2–4 days a week is
optimal for their productivity.
HYBRID WORLD
Not all Japanese companies are taking such dramatic steps.
But the experience of working from home the past few months
has begun to change the ingrained assumption in Japan that
going to work means riding packed trains to a downtown office
and sitting at a desk next to colleagues and within eyeshot
of the boss.
“Covid-19 has forced us into this new workstyle—maybe
uncomfortably for many companies—but it really has com
panies rethinking their culture,” said Dave West, president and
general manager at Cisco Systems GK. “I don’t think we’ll ever
go back to the way things were. I hope we don’t, honestly.
We’re in a new normal, and it’s going to be a hybrid world.”
The change has generated numerous knock-on effects across
Japanese society as well, from freeing up more personal time
to reducing demand for office space. It has even altered family
dynamics: Working women have found greater flexibility
in caring for their young children while men have gotten a
firsthand taste of the pressures at home and are pitching in
more on household duties.
FLOOD OF INQUIRIES
Although people are concerned about the outbreak’s impact
on the economy, it will bring positive changes to workplaces,
said West. “All of this is going to help Japan become more
productive and more competitive.”
Japanese businesses, which have lagged behind those in the
United States when it comes to teleworking capabilities and

80%

of SoftBank staffers say working
from home 2–4 days a week is
optimal for their productivity.

practice, had to scramble to ensure their employees could
work from home. Prior to the pandemic, less than 20 percent
had teleworking systems in place, according to a government
survey. Now, among members of Keidanren, the country’s
most influential business lobby, that’s jumped to 98 percent.
Cisco Systems, whose Webex video-conferencing plat
form has surged in Japan from 1.5 million users in February
to nearly 15 million in May, has also experienced a flood
of inquiries and requests for advice on flexible work prac
tices from Japanese corporate and government officials,
West said. “It’s been fascinating. They’re all asking me to
share best practices and how do we know that employees
are working productively?”
TRUST AND CONTROL
Adopting new technologies may be “the easiest part,” West
said. Changing an entire business culture—and the mindset
of millions of workers—is much harder, he and other exec
utives agree.
One challenge facing some Japanese managers is the need
to shift from exerting control over their direct reports to trusting
them, said Dominic Carter, president and CEO of The Carter
Group, a market research company with offices in Tokyo, Osaka,
and Singapore. Bosses accustomed to keeping an eye on their
team members in the office can’t see what they’re doing in their
homes, and that makes some nervous.
“The fear of loss of control is really a factor,” he said. “The
whole philosophy of work and management in Japan is very
control-based. Everybody has to go into the office at the same
time. It’s a huge cultural change . . . and we have elements of
that in our company, too.”

DOMINIC CARTER
President and CEO
The Carter Group
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JAMES FELICIANO

DEBBIE HOWARD

President
AbbVie
Governor and co-chair, CEO Forum
ACCJ

Chairman
The Carter Group
President emeritus
ACCJ

Cisco’s West agrees: “Trust is really important. You have to
trust in the individuals and the talent, that no matter where
they are, their intentions are good and they can find ways to
work productively—and maybe even more productively at
home or remotely than in the office.”
Training managers to be effective “remote leaders” is also
vital, said AbbVie President James Feliciano, who is a governor
of the American Chamber of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ) and
also co-chair of the chamber’s CEO Forum. The pharmaceutical
company adjusted well to teleworking during the outbreak,
when it closed its downtown office for a few weeks, because it
has had a flexible “work anywhere, anytime” policy in place for
a few years in Japan, so employees and managers were familiar
with operating remotely, he said.
FED UP
The changes come amid increased dissatisfaction among the
Japanese public with their workplaces. A March survey by
The Carter Group showed that 68 percent of respondents
agree that workplaces must change, up from 59 percent a year
ago. The sentiment was particularly strong among women.
Adjusting to working from home was a huge transition,
even for a major tech company such as Fujitsu that had
teleworking options in place, although it had previously been
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used mostly by employees who needed to care for elderly
parents at home, not the entire company.
The biggest challenges were ensuring that all employees
could work seamlessly from Fujitsu’s secure virtual network
and learning to effectively communicate online, the spoke
sperson said. There weren’t problems with the laptops or the
network itself, since Fujitsu had already been introducing
phased teleworking from 2017, but the logistical feat of
enabling all employees to work seamlessly on the virtual
network at once was unique.
QUICK PIVOT
The pandemic has forced companies to adapt quickly and
creatively—or not survive.
The Carter Group had to pivot immediately when the crisis
struck. Normally, it gathers small focus groups of consumers
in a studio to record their reactions to products, from coffee
to movie scenes, while their clients watch from another room.
Or they line up face-to-face interviews with consumers in their
homes. But these options became impossible due to fears of
spreading the coronavirus.
Instead, staffers sent tablets loaded with special software to
consumers and asked them to respond to the test products
on camera from their homes during a live video conference

watched by clients. Some were even asked to show clients the
inside of their kitchens and how they used various items.
The results were actually better than those of the studio-based
focus groups in several ways because clients got a closer look at
the consumers and their homes than they would get in the usual
focus groups, Carter said.

WORKPLACE

Usage of Cisco’s Webex in
Japan surged from 1.5 million
participants in February to
nearly 15 million in May.

SMALL SPACES
More people working from home means at least some com
panies will need less office space. “I’d love to cut my overhead,”
said Carter, who has already decided to eliminate one of his two
focus group studios. “We won’t need it.”
Declining demand for office space could hit developers and
real estate companies. But, so far, the pandemic has not affected
the construction schedules of Mori Building Co., Ltd.’s urban
redevelopment projects, including the Toranomon–Azabudai
Project, said Masa Yamamoto, senior manager of the Public
Relations Department.
From late March, Mori Building shifted to a company-wide
work-from-home policy. Once the government lifted the state
of emergency on May 25, employees began returning to offices,
Yamamoto said. Currently, about one-third of staff are working
in the office while practicing physical distancing. Face-to-face
internal and external meetings are permitted if social distancing
and other infection-prevention measures can be assured, he
said. “It is difficult to accurately forecast the future effects of
Covid-19 at this moment.”

ANYWHERE, ANYTIME
AbbVie has split its Japan staff into three groups and plans to
allow each to come into the office for a week at a time, explained
Feliciano. When they do, employees will be asked to stay in
VOLATILE TIME
one spot instead of moving around, as they could previously
“Our big clients, they don’t want to just shut down their
in the free-seating, activity-based workplace. The company
whole machine of understanding their consumers because
will move on to the next phase while monitoring Covid-19 and
it’s a volatile time now. There’s a lot of change, so staying on
government guidelines, he said.
top of that is important,” said
Cisco has also divided its
Debbie Howard, chairman at Cisco . . . has also experienced a flood
staff into three teams, but they
The Carter Group and ACCJ
will be rotating into the office
of inquiries and requests for advice on every third workday, not week
president emeritus. “This
digital alternative is simply
flexible work practices from Japanese by week, West said. Two-thirds
giving clients a way to stay in
of the chairs have been moved to
corporate and government officials
touch with people during a
storage so that employees will
difficult time.”
have to sit at every third desk,
Staffers have found that they can do a lot of their work from
and they will all be required to wear masks and make calls
home, including research, preparation for the video sessions,
on headsets instead of desk phones.
writing reports, and drawing up contracts, Howard said.
Before the outbreak, nearly all 70 employees at The Carter
Group worked from the office. That dropped to about 10 percent
during the state of emergency and has risen to about a quarter
now. Where that ratio will settle remains to be seen, but Carter
has a hunch that having about two-thirds of workers in the office
will be optimum.
West predicts that the ratio among Cisco’s 1,200 employees
in Japan will be closer to fifty–fifty. “At any point in time, about
half the staff will work from home or the road or from a coffee
shop. It will be extremely fluid.”

MASA YAMAMOTO
Public relations senior manager
Mori Building Co., Ltd.
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Effectively
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Effectively
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Productivity
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Effectively
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Dr. Greg Story,
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WOMEN AND YOUTH
ously, but it’s much harder when the members don’t really
Employees over 50 years of age had the hardest time adjusting
know each other, said Carter.
to remote work, Carter said. “It’s very hard to stop them from
It’s also harder to deal with thorny issues from a distance,
coming into the office. But the young guys just seemed really
from personnel conflicts to operational headaches. And some
happy working from home.”
people are very productive working alone while others thrive
Women and young people will benefit the most from the
on human interaction. Cisco and others have tried to compen
more flexible workstyles. “It’s very difficult for women if they’ve
sate with virtual yoga sessions and one-on-one video checkgot to pick up their kid from daycare at a certain time, and that,
ins, but there’s nothing like talking with someone in person.
up until now, has been disruptive,” Carter said. Teleworking
“We’re human, we like social engagement, that’s our nature,”
gives them much more flexibility, and less guilt.
West said.
These days, more women than men graduate from Japanese
universities, Cisco’s West pointed out, and yet some have difficulty
EYE-OPENING
finding rewarding jobs. “There’s a huge talent gap in Japan. There’s
On the positive side, West said he has heard from many of his
a tremendous amount of female talent that potentially can’t
male employees that the extra time at home has been an eyework in an office every day from morning to night. Engaging
opening and educational experience for them. Typically, they
women so they can be productive is going to be important for
leave the house in the early morning and don’t come back until
Japan, especially as we see the
late at night. But the past few
aging population and potential I don’t think we’ll ever go back to the
months have made them see the
declining population over the
pressures their partners are under
way things were. I hope we don’t,
next 30 years.”
and some have been pitching in
honestly. We’re in a new normal, and more around the house.
Likewise, fresh college grad
uates will want to join com
“Through Covid-19, the beau
it’s going to be a hybrid world.
panies that have flexible work
tiful thing was that I saw more
policies, West said. “I don’t think they’re excited about sitting
men engaging,” he said. “When you’re at home, you have to
in an office all day at a cubicle. Their workstyles are much
play a role in cooking, cleaning, and taking care of the kids.
different, and they use technology differently. Providing cre
I thought it was fantastic.”
ative workstyles is going to be fundamental to recruiting the
Overall, while adopting a more flexible work culture is
next wave of talent.”
bound to have its growing pains and drawbacks, it is a positive
change for Japan that will help make the economy and people
DRAWBACKS
thrive, the executives said.
To be sure, teleworking has drawbacks and, in many ways,
“I welcome it. It adds to our repertoire of options that
cannot replace working with colleagues in person, the exec
we can have around work, and I think that’s a good thing.
utives said. Communicating and collaborating is almost
I’m very glad especially if this helps women,” said Carter.
always easier and more effective when done face-to-face.
“There are also very strong advantages to working together
Building teamwork is hard when everyone is scattered. Teams
in person, and I think we need to think about how we can
can cope with emergencies if they have worked together previ
engineer that kind of balance.” n
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COMFORT
FOOD
F&B expats try creative
ways to restore salad days

On May 25, Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe
lifted the state of emergency that had been declared
on April 16 to slow the spread of the coronavirus.
The end of curbs to business activity couldn’t have
come a moment too soon for countless companies
across the country. In the food and beverage (F&B)
industry, the state of emergency—which effectively
shut down most social and economic activity—has
caused a major disruption.
The American Chamber of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ)
Tourism Industry Committee has started a project entitled
#SafeAndSocial (accj.or.jp/tourism) to provide tips and ideas
for enjoying social activities in the new normal.
And The ACCJ Journal asked restaurant and bar owners
about their struggles to survive during unprecedented times.
We also spoke to US government officials to learn how they
are supporting small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
preparing to navigate the post-pandemic landscape.
Despite uncertainty about how long the pandemic will last,
all participants said they were optimistic about turning over a
new chapter and entering a bright future—eventually.
KINDRED SPIRITS
For husband-and-wife team David and LaTonya Whitaker,
the crisis had an immediate effect on their business—the fall
in revenue, for example, was dramatic. “The end of March
was the drop. Right up until then, everything was cool, but
a little slow. When it hit the last week of March, it was like
[makes hand-dropping gesture],” David said.
He is from Georgia and LaTonya hails from Mississippi.
Together, they founded Soul Food House, an American Southern
and “soul food” restaurant, in 2015 after more than a decade of
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offering catering services and cooking lessons under the name
Taste the Love. LaTonya has appeared on NHK, Nihon TV, and
Fuji TV to introduce Japan to American soul food, and the couple
can be seen presenting their delectable hot chicken and waffles
in episode 6 of the Netflix series Ugly Delicious.
Located in Azabu-juban, a neighborhood of Tokyo popular
with expats, the restaurant relies heavily on patrons in search
of traditional American fare. But for eight days after the state
of emergency was declared, the restaurant was closed. This
was in line with government guidelines, LaTonya noted.
When they reopened, they transitioned to takeout ser
vices—and, in any case, customers largely stayed away due to
the government’s social distancing recommendations.
For the Whitaker’s, the drop in customers called for a
new strategy.
First, they created a more expansive menu for takeouts by
increasing their offering of fish-based meals and sandwiches
for lunch and dinner. That was in addition to their traditional
dishes rich in meat, seafood, and poultry.
Second—and for the first time in the company’s history—
they offered in-person food deliveries by staff and directly to
customers’ homes.
Third, customers could order takeouts from the company’s
website and pick them up personally in front of the store.
The upshot has been that, while they are still far from their
normal capacity, the road to recovery has begun in earnest for
the Whitakers.
CLUB CHALLENGE
The pandemic has had a significant economic impact on
Tokyo American Club, primarily on banqueting and restaurant
operations, according to General Manager Anthony Cala;
but things are beginning to look up.
“Despite a 25-percent reduction in seating capacity, our
restaurant business has pretty much returned to pre-closure
numbers since reopening on June 1,” he explained. “While we
have reopened our banqueting business for private events and

FOOD AND DRINK

meetings, it will take some time to recover due to the need to
limit capacity for social distancing.”
Tokyo American Club closed on April 8 and its doors
remained shut for 54 days. Members have been pleased to be
able to visit again, but some were a bit concerned about safety and
health. Cala said a three-phase approach, which closely follows
Government of Japan guidance and the Tokyo Metropolitan
Government’s Roadmap to Recovery, has been implemented.
“Member and staff health, safety, and wellbeing were the
most important drivers in all decisions,” he said. “Hygiene- and
health-related policies and practices were clearly communicated,
effectively implemented, and are being diligently enforced.”
Promotion of practices and policies to reduce the risk
of coronavirus transmission have been incorporated into
operating procedures and include:
The Whitakers offer up Southern favorites.
■
■

Use of personal protective equipment
Increased sanitization of facilities and equipment
Strict social distancing protocols

“It’s Japanese salarymen that are missing. The expat business
is still coming in,” he said.
Legends Sports Bar has been particularly hard hit because
“We are currently in phase two of the three-phase approach,
sporting events—a major attraction—have largely been sus
with phase three being fully recovered—within the parameters
pended globally during the pandemic.
of the new normal,” Cala said. “Although we probably will
not experience pre-Covid-19 capacities for some time, we will
Looking back at both company’s decades-long histories—
continue to monitor the situation and adjust safety measures
Hobgoblin was founded in 2002 and Legends in 2004—Spencer
as necessary. We are always focused on providing members
notes that this is “the worst” period that he has endured.
with a safe, enjoyable
But even then, and despite
environment, which
the
steps the company
My philosophy is that I want you to come
guides our aim to return
has taken to mitigate risks
in here and feel relaxed. So, we haven’t put associated with social
to some sort of normalcy
by spring 2021.”
plastic between the staff and customers, and gatherings at this time, he
optimistic about the
our staff don’t wear plastic face shields—as iscurrent
situation.
HERE BE LEGENDS
that may send the wrong signal.
“My philosophy is that I
Despite the state of
want you to come in here
emergency, Mark Spencer
and feel relaxed. So, we haven’t put plastic between the staff
chose to keep both of his businesses open—even if that
and customers, and our staff don’t wear plastic face shields—
meant reducing operating hours per government guidelines.
as that may send the wrong signal—although we do conduct
“No, we didn’t close at all—never. We just followed the
temperature checks and offer sanitizer at the entrance.”
Japanese government’s guidelines for closing times.”
Originally from England, Spencer is owner of Hobgoblin
Roppongi and Legends Sports Bar. Both locations offer trad
LIVE SURVIVES
itional pub food—from steak and kidney pie to fish and chips.
The Covid-19 crisis—and the lockdown that followed—
Fare with American and Australian influences is also available.
couldn’t have come at a more inopportune time for Scotsman
Spencer noted that there has been a noticeable fall in cus
John Coyle.
tomers: in his case, a dramatic decline in Japanese patrons.
After all, the British pub that he established in Ebisu Ward—
Expats, meanwhile, have maintained a steady presence through
What the Dickens!—has had a packed live music calendar since
out the crisis.
its founding in 1995.
“We are not technically a live house—we’re a pub. So, when
the government announced that live houses had to close
and people should stop going to performances, our business
dropped off. We went from normal to zero overnight.”
What the Dickens was closed from April 6, when govern
ment restrictions extended to bars and live houses, until the
beginning of June.
The Dickens, as it’s popularly called, offers traditional
pub fare, such as steak, tandoori chicken, and pork sausages.
A vegetarian quiche and falafel are also available.
Since the state of emergency and stay-at-home recommen
dation, and despite reopening, the company saw its operations
reduced to about 20 percent of pre-Covid-19 output.
■

Hobgoblin and Legends Sports Bar saw good business from expats.
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JOHN COYLE
Proprietor
What the Dickens!

MARK SPENCER
Proprietor
Hobgoblin Roppongi
and Legends Sports Bar

to shut down for most of April and May, which are typically the
months when people start to come outdoors to barbecue. After
reopening, reservations in June were a little slow to come in, but
are now starting to pick up,” said Brian Ashenfelder, corporate
sales director at Weber-Stephen Japan G.K., which operates the
facilities. “Grill sales at stores were also affected, but with many
people stuck at home, we saw a rise in online sales.”
Fortunately, Weber already had a strong online presence
and were able to put more efforts into that part of the business
to help weather the storm. “We spent a lot of time reassessing
our marketing efforts and put a lot more into digital marketing
FRENCH REVOLUTION
to get the word out about Weber Park and our grills in time
Pascal Morineau shared the same concerns as others. He is the
for reopening,” Ashenfelder said. “During the closure, we
proprietor of Cavo Wine Bar, a French bistro in Ebisu Ward.
provided virtual tours of our store in Aoyama to make sure
“I would describe Cavo as ‘A little France in the
customers could get their
heart of Tokyo’,” the
By creating new menus and establishing questions answered.”
Frenchman said.
With customers return
Despite the genuinely
new services—including takeouts,
ing, safety measures are
French atmosphere that
deliveries, and online orders—the bistro
being put in place at
Cavo offers—all staff are
Weber Park and Weber
French—the bistro shut
has found a path to staying solvent.
Grill Academies. “All staff
its doors for weeks during
disinfect and clean the space, grills, and accessories daily, and
the state of emergency. Since reopening, Cavo has put into
staff wear masks and gloves during work hours—particularly
place new strategies to consolidate their customer base while
when handling food items or serving guests,” he explained.
opening up new revenue streams.
“We ask customers to wear masks, use alcohol disinfectant
By creating new menus and establishing new services—
and hand sanitizer, and maintain recommended social
including takeouts, deliveries, and online orders—the bistro
distance whenever possible. Since Weber Park is a completely
has found a path to staying solvent.
open-air outdoor barbecue park, I believe this gives us an
“This was the first time in Cavo’s history—and we have been
advantage with respect to safety.”
going for 10 years—that we’ve had a lunchtime business; it is a
takeaway service,” Morineau said.
INNOVATE OR BUST
Alcohol has also been added to the takeout menu, thanks to a
Morineau is not alone on this front. At Hobgoblin and Legends,
government initiative to offer temporary licenses for six months
Spencer, who also has an alcohol import business which brings
to Food & Beverage providers during the crisis period.
craft beers from the UK and distributes them to bars around
Japan, has increased delivery and online food and drink services.
SAFE GRILLING
In his case, there was about a 10-fold uptick in sales via delivery
Weber Park in Odaiba faced coronavirus at a time when busi
services such as UberEats and through online purchases.
ness usually starts to pick up. “Due to the state of emergency,
While orders of draft beer by bars went down, individuals
both the park and our Grill Academy in Aoyama were forced
purchasing bottled drinks such as beer and cider—via Amazon,
for instance—for consumption at home went up.
With the exception of Coyle from What the Dickens, who
TO SURVIVE, F&B PROVIDERS HAVE:
did not offer takeout, deliveries, and online sales, owners
■ Cut costs and restructured their business by
saw greater business than before by expanding services or
letting go some part-time staff
launching new ones.
“This is the worst recession, I suppose. The second worst
was caused by the earthquake, back in 2011. And the third
worst was that of the Lehman Shock in 2008,” he said. “But
in all those recessions or disasters, we were able to stay open
and maintained at least 80 percent of business. This has been
zero business for two months.”
In late July, The Dickens was set to have its first live music
performance in weeks, after the government relaxed social
distancing rules.
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■

Applied for central and Tokyo Metropolitan
Government emergency funds (About ¥2 million
and ¥500,000, respectively)

■

Requested aid to offset a portion of rent

■

Sought for zero-interest, government-backed
loans to maintain operations
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NECESSITY OF DIGITAL
The disruption that the pandemic has caused has also been at
the forefront of concerns for the US Agricultural Trade Office
(ATO) at the Embassy of the United States, Tokyo.
Morgan Perkins, director of the ATO, noted that the pan
demic has been a major disruption to the three pillars of the
office’s work in Japan:

■

■

MORGAN PERKINS

Proprietor
Cavo Wine Bar

Director
US Agricultural Trade Office

Educating US exporters on opportunities and dynamics in
the Japanese marketplace, and Japanese importers on how
they can find US products
Facilitating business-to-business connections between
companies that would like to export here and potential
buyers for their products
Organizing platform activities, such as cooking seminars,
demonstrations, and tastings, to promote US products in Japan

Perkins said that, during the crisis, there has been an increase
in retail sales, even while there has been a sharp drop in hotel,
restaurant, and institutional services—and that has different
implications for different products.
For example, about 70 percent of US wines sold in Japan
are sold at restaurants and bars. And yet “the nosedive in
sales for the restaurant industry has really impacted volumes
of US wines.
“On the other hand, Japan is the top market for US wheat and
wheat products,” he noted. Because a lot of people have been
staying at home and baking, wheat has enjoyed an uptick in sales.
However, with in-person events canceled or postponed in
Japan, and international travel restricted, much of the ATO’s
remit has been curtailed.
To mitigate this, the office is ramping up online initiatives and
partnering with domestic F&B providers, as well as social media
influencers, on platforms such as YouTube and Instagram.
In a recent 90-minute promotion, the ATO teamed up with
Hero Barbecue, a Japanese provider of barbecue services,
such as sets for rooftop cookouts.
Some 3,000 participants joined the live online event and
ordered—in collaboration with convenience stores—pre-made
baskets of produce. “The baskets included US beef and pork, and
we worked with them to showcase US craft beers,” Perkins said.

FOOD AND DRINK

■

PASCAL MORINEAU

Does the dive into digital represent a new normal for the
ATO—and the F&B industry at large? For Perkins, as for others
who spoke to The ACCJ Journal, it does.
“This switch over [from live to virtual promotions] has been
coming for a little while. It allows us to really broaden our
impact—if we can figure out a way to really do it so that people
assimilate the message,” he said. “That whole process has been
drastically accelerated by the coronavirus pandemic.” n

SAFETY MEASURES INCLUDE:
■

Providing hand sanitation stations

■

Checking patrons' temperatures as they arrive

■

Keeping enough spaces between seats and patrons

■

Reducing overall capacity at any given time

■

Offering contactless payment options

■

Providing protective masks for staff to wear

The US Agricultural Trade Office teamed up with Japan’s Hero Barbecue to promote US beef, pork, and craft beers.
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LOOK BACK
FOR LONG VIEW
Veteran ACCJ members reflect on
past disasters and post Covid-19
By Julian Ryall

Times are tough for businesses in Japan—perhaps the tough
est they have ever been for some of us. The coronavirus
pandemic has meant fewer customers and falling income;
growing pressures and a scramble to recalibrate and refocus.
The crisis has bitten deeply into our reserves—both corporate
and personal—and we are having to adapt to the new realities
with which we are faced. But we have been here before. And
we have emerged from those earlier difficult times.

BILL BISHOP (30 YEARS)
It was in the midst of a typhoon in July 1974 that Bill Bishop
arrived at Yokota Air Base, and on his first night in Japan he
was roused from bed by an earthquake. It was, he admits,
quite a welcome for a young man from the Badlands of
South Dakota.
And while the majority of his US Navy colleagues were
counting the days until they could leave Japan, Bishop put
his time and skills as a navy photographer to far better use.
“Having finally seen beyond the horizon, I felt as though
I had discovered the world and wished only to see more of
it,” he admits.
He studied in mainland China, at Sophia University in Tokyo,
and at graduate school at Temple University in Philadelphia
before returning to Japan in 1984 to run a general trading com
pany. Two years later, he was back in the United States working
for Japan’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Kansas City, Mo. That
led to the post of director of East Asia operations for the State of
Indiana, where he set up offices in nearly
every major capital in the Far East.
He subsequently worked in the
pharma industry for Eli Lilly
and Company, Wyeth, LLC,
as well as Becton, Dickinson
and Company, where the
importance of a shared
social goal—beyond the
pursuit of corporate
profits—was reinforced.
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There were the oil shocks of the 1970s, the bursting of
Japan’s economic bubble in the early 1990s, and the Great
Hanshin Earthquake in the middle of that decade. Then
came the Lehman shock and the global financial crisis
in 2008, before the country was uniquely affected by the
Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami of March 11,
2011. But, each time, business has learned its lessons and
bounced back.
To find out how those who lived through these challenges
see Covid-19 and the future, The ACCJ Journal talked to 10
members who have been part of the American Chamber of
Commerce in Japan for at least 20 years.

“Over the past 40—going on 50—years, since my first
contact with Japan, the country has experienced many
challenges, some brought on by natural disasters and others
by economic or systemic failures,” he said. “The lesson of the
Japan ‘bubble economy’ and its aftermath seem to have not
yet been learned. But the lessons learned in the Kobe earth
quake of 1995 were fully deployed during and after the
Tohoku earthquake in 2011.
“The point is what can companies do to reach out during
such disasters,” he said. “Strategies that include philanthropy,
CSR and shared value are all valid. Every circumstance is
unique, as are the ways to address it.”
But the coronavirus is “an entirely new kind of challenge.”
“It is best during these stressful times to focus on what you
have rather than what you are missing or can’t have right now,”
he suggested. “Most of all, it is important to focus on the ones
you love and to be aware of how your behavior can negatively
impact others. The silver lining in these kinds of disasters
might be how they tend to bring families and loved ones
closer together and, hopefully, how they focus all of us on the
things that are really important in life.”

It is best during these stressful times
to focus on what you have rather than
what you are missing or can’t have
right now.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY

ANNIE CHANG (31 YEARS)
Ever since she first arrived in Japan from her native Taiwan in
June 1981, Annie Chang has held firm to the belief that even
in the most difficult of times, you must hold on to a positive
outlook. As long as you have your health, she says, then you
will be able to rebuild a business.
Originally from Taichung, Chang worked in a Chinese
restaurant immediately after coming to Tokyo and then moved
to a shop selling books and stationery. A weekend job in a
computer company evolved into computer sales, and then her
own company training people how to use software. More than
three decades later, AC Global Solutions Ltd. has expanded
into IT recruitment and career counseling.
Of all the bumps in the business road over that time, the
Lehman shock was the most traumatic, she said.
“We lost a lot of money at that time and we had to shut
down the training side of our operations to save the recruiting
business,” she said. “It was heartbreaking to let the trainers go.
And, at that time, there was no government support like there
is for coronavirus now.
“Through all the different crises, I have learned that you
have to always look at things in a positive way,” she said.
“Fear and worry will drag your energy down and stop you
going forward. Of course, you have to always be prepared
for the worst, but I always tell myself that—even if I end
up losing everything—as long as I am healthy then I can
always start over again.
“And that is why I sleep well at night.”
A member of the chamber for 31 years, Chang says she
has learned to be honest and transparent with herself and
staff, that it is wise to have some money squirreled away for
the proverbial rainy day, and that there is always a positive
to be found even in the most negative of situations.
“I am very optimistic about the coronavirus pandemic,”
she said. “We have already seen many positive outcomes,
such as collective efforts in science and the acceleration
of the digital transformation of the workforce and in our
personal lives.
“Business will bounce back for sure, with more innovative
ideas and collaborations. This pandemic has made the world
even smaller and interconnected, so I can’t wait to see the
innovative new lifestyles we are going to experience.”

KINJI YASU (46 YEARS)
Given that natural disasters and the ups and downs of
business are utter inevitabilities in Japan, Kinji Yasu said
kizuna—or the bonds that connect us—are critically im
portant. And at the age of 82, he has been through enough
dark days that his words of advice should be heeded.
A Tokyo native, Yasu grew up in the city in the imme
diate post-war years. He witnessed the oil shocks of the
1970s before working for pulp and paper conglomerate
Crown Zellerbach in San Francisco. He subsequently
set up Intercontinental Resources with partners in
San Francisco and Paris, but is today president and CEO.
A member of the chamber for 46 years, he has served
on the board and has worked through testing times—but
says the current coronavirus pandemic has produced
obstacles that many in business had never anticipated.
“What makes this particularly worrying is that we have
no effective solutions, no medicine to treat it,” he said.
“The government has said that this problem is going to be
with us for a long time and we are going to have to adapt
the ways we live and work.”
Society had to change in the aftermath of the March
2011 tragedy of earthquake and tsunami, but the lessons
of those dark days have been taken on board and safety
provisions at nuclear plants, for example, are now far
more stringent, he said.
“When things are difficult, it is important to work with
your kizuna connections to stay in business. We commu
nicate with our partners, the users of our services, and
the consumers of the products that we represent. When
something like this happens, you have to go back to the
basics,” he said.
“But I’m optimistic about the future,” he added. “We
came back from the Lehman shock, the nuclear crisis and,
a century ago, there was the Spanish flu. Each time we
learn lessons and we will do the same this time.”

When things are difficult, it is
important to work with your kizuna
connections to stay in business.

I always tell myself . . . as long as I am
healthy then I can always start over again.
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Life is important, and more
important than money and stuff . . .
Take care of your health. Try to be
active and learn new things.

NILS HORNMARK (34 YEARS)
“I liked the smell of Tokyo.” That’s how Nils Hornmark
remembers feeling when he stepped off the plane at Haneda
International Airport in 1966.
Originally from Sweden, and now 79 years old, he came
to Japan as a training engineer for the Swedish company
ASEA, which is today ABB and develops robotic as well as
digital technologies for infrastructure. He returned to Sweden
but missed Japan, so in 1970 jumped at the opportunity to
become scientific and technical attaché at the Embassy of
Sweden in Tokyo.

He set up Hornmark KK in 1986 to assist foreign companies
entering Japan or developing their local operations and has
been a member of the ACCJ for 34 years.
“The first crisis I experienced was in 1973, the oil crisis,
when Japan was without oil and had to bow very deeply to
Saudi Arabia,” he said. “But the worst crisis for me was the
2011 earthquake, tsunami, and nuclear accident.”
The event left some lasting impressions on Hornmark.
“Life is important, and more important than money and stuff,”
he said. “Take care of your health. Try to be active and learn new
things. And don’t have too much glassware at home.”
His consulting business was hit hard by the disasters, but
he and his Japanese wife, Noriko, got by on their savings
until things picked up again. And while he is optimistic that
Japan will similarly recover from the pandemic, he says there
will be new challenges.
“The coronavirus will cause drastic changes in the way we
work, which will be a problem for old guys like me,” he said.
“I do not like to work without having direct personal contact
with foreign clients and Japanese end-customers. Foreign
travel will be a big problem for some time.”

MIDORI KANEKO (32 YEARS)
Director of public relations for Amazon Japan and chair of the
board at Temple University Japan, Midori Kaneko has been a
member of the chamber since 1987.
“I joined the ACCJ because of its legacy, credibility, size,
and influence—and my career and personal growth have
actually come from my involvement with the ACCJ,” she
said. “The ACCJ has always focused on what mattered for
the two countries and is one of the most well-recognized
industry organizations in Japan. I can say that I am one of
the dedicated advocates of the ACCJ.”
For all the good times, however, there have also been times
when business has been strained.
“There are tremendous lessons to be learned from each crisis
that we live through, but the aftereffects of the Lehman shock
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on the housing loan industry in the United States is something
that I still reflect on today,” she said.
Corporate affairs officer with Citibank Japan at the time,
Kaneko said she was “emotionally destroyed” to see American
families forced to leave their new homes when the housing
loan market collapsed.
“One of the professional lessons I learned was that any cor
porate leader that can have an impact on society is public,”
she said. “He or she must have such high integrity and do
the right thing for their customers, communities, and the
industry while caring for their loved-ones. At a time of crisis,
leadership matters so much.”
The March 2011 disasters similarly cast a pall when she was
communications director for GE Healthcare APAC. Keeping

BUSINESS CONTINUITY

TOM WHITSON (36 YEARS)
When he arrived in 1984, Tom Whitson immediately
joined the ACCJ, the board of trustees of the American
School in Japan, the America–Japan Society, and Tokyo
American Club.
Originally from Illinois, where he studied Japanese and
accounting at the University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign,
Whitson moved to Japan to be a partner with KPMG. An
interesting job in an equally fascinating country meant he
knew he would be in Japan for many years.
Inevitably, however, there have been events that have made
business here a challenge.
The bursting of the economic bubble in 1990 was the first
predicament that needed to be navigated, said Whitson, who
has served as treasurer of the ACCJ on three occasions and
was president in 2009–2010 before retiring from KPMG
in 2012.
Five years later, “The Kobe earthquake showed an incom
petent government response, but wonderful individual efforts
in responding to the needs of the people affected,” he said. As
ACCJ treasurer, Whitson visited charities that the chamber
was supporting in the region. That assistance was repeated in
the aftermath of the 2011 Tohoku disaster.
The key ways to getting a business through the tough
times are “to control costs and look for opportunities,”
Whitson said, advising companies to evaluate the lessons
they have learned, increase capabilities for working remotely,
and reconsider activities that have become less important to
the organization.
And that applies to the coronavirus pandemic.
“I think businesses will ‘bounce forward’ and evolve in
interesting ways,” he said. “It will take 18 months to two years,
but working styles will change and the measures of evaluating
what companies should be doing will be different.”

Increase capabilities for working
remotely, and reconsider activities
that have become less important
to the organization.

employees informed about the measures that the company
was taking for customers, employees, and communities
was critical to the organization eventually emerging safely.
And now companies are dealing with the impact of
the coronavirus.
“Business will bounce back eventually, but how long
that takes and how different the ‘new normal’ will be
depends on how Japan and the world adapt,” she said.

The aftereffects of the Lehman shock
on the housing loan industry in the
United States is something that
I still reflect on today.
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The most important thing is
to recognize the physical and
mental toll that this is having
on our employees.
KUMI SATO (33 YEARS)
For the president and CEO of Cosmo Public Relations
Corp., handling a crisis that threatens the very foundations
of a company is all about leadership and making sure that
lines of communication between all the stakeholders are
open and used frequently.
Kumi Sato has been in her role with Cosmo since 1986
and has been a member of the chamber for 33 years. While
the Tohoku tragedy of March 2011 was an extremely test
ing time, she said it also demonstrated the importance of
leading from the front.
“I was chair of the chamber at the time, and we knew
straight away that we had to demonstrate that US busi
nesses were staying in Japan even as others were leaving,”
she said. “We wanted to show we were all in this together.”
Today’s challenge, the global coronavirus pandemic,
is a very different one, she said, and probably the most
difficult situation that business here has faced in decades.
“Globally, companies are going to be seriously affected, but
I believe that most will bounce back. So, the most important
thing is to recognize the physical and mental toll that this
is having on our employees,” she said. “Many of them are
working from home, so they are isolated. And some are
struggling with emotional issues as a result of this situation.
Before, they came into the office and communicated and
bounced ideas off each other. Now they can’t do that.”
Sato has made a point of speaking via computer, phone,
or face-to-face with each of her staff when they have
worked from home. The process has also been helpful to
her as their boss, she added.
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KIRAN SETHI (28 YEARS)
In January 1995, Kiran Sethi was 26 years old and living in
Japan. He had completed his undergraduate studies at the
University of Notre Dame and had come home to Kobe—
where he was born and raised—after finishing an MBA
in Pittsburgh. Things were looking good: His fledgling
international trading business, Jupiter International Corp.,
was getting off the ground and his first child was on the way.
Then disaster struck. The magnitude 6.9 Great Hanshin
Earthquake hit Kobe and damaged Jupiter’s headquarters,
making it impossible to move merchandise through a city
whose infrastructure had been destroyed.
“It was a horrendous experience,” Sethi recalls. “But we
were lucky because everyone we worked with was very
understanding and supportive. We had $10 million of
clothing inventory, and our biggest clients at the time—Fast
Retailing, Aoyama, and Xebio—bought it from us sight
unseen. That sort of support is the reason we survived. It
taught me how much relationships really matter.”
He cultivated those relationships—with Jupiter’s banks,
customers, overseas vendors, and logistic partners—
throughout the disaster and its fallout. “The key,” he
explained, “is to show your appreciation when you next
can. At that point, it was the only way we could add
value to our service. And it paid off. We still value those
relationships today.”
The coronavirus is a disaster of a different scale, but it
has had little impact on Jupiter’s business, given the
strong demand for consumer products. While issues with
supply chains have been inevitable, Sethi’s long-standing
relationships have helped the company overcome even
those problems.
“We are sharing information, we are communicating
with our partners, and a lot of work has been put in
by the employees,” he said. “I know and appreciate the
sacrifices they have put in. And I’m very grateful to them.”

The key . . . is to show your
appreciation when you next can.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY

Be flexible . . . past lessons are just
one part of the equation that will get
you to the other side.

THOMAS R. SHOCKLEY (20 YEARS)
Events of the afternoon of March 11, 2011, left Thomas
Shockley’s business teetering on the brink. But he turned
it around within a matter of months through some tough
decisions. Now, nine years after a natural disaster that
rocked the nation, he is applying the lessons he learned
then to keep DocuMonde Inc up and running in the face
of another crisis.
“We were rock-and-rolling during the earthquake. Our
offices were on the first floor, and we were in a parking
lot across the street within a few minutes,” he said. “Fast
forward a few weeks, we had to move. We were in a
brownout sector of the city and all power was off between

LAURENCE W. BATES (25 YEARS)
When a company is faced with an unanticipated threat or a
business owner is confronted with a crisis, the reaction should
be the same, believes Laurence Bates. In both cases, he said,
survival may very well depend on their ability to be flexible.
A member of the ACCJ for a quarter century, Bates is director,
managing executive officer, general counsel, chief risk officer,
and chief compliance officer for Panasonic Corporation. In the
36 years since he first arrived in Japan, he has ridden out a
number of the most dire situations to impact businesses here.
“It would be hard to pick one crisis that was worse than all the
others because each is completely different and, in my experience,
we can learn valuable lessons from every one of them,” he said.
The Lehman shock, for example,
put financial institutions at huge
risk, said Bates, who was with
GE Capital at the time. Similarly,
in the aftermath of the March
2011 Tohoku disasters, Japanese
partners and the public
appreciated the fact that US
companies demonstrated
their commitment to this
market by staying put.
“But today, the
coronavirus is of

2:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m., so we were an IT company without
power to run our in-house racks of servers.”
With many other companies similarly looking for new office
space, securing a new base of operations was challenging—and
only achieved after the staff physically completed the move to
a location two kilometers away.
A second problem was that DocuMonde’s clients here were
not visiting their facilities outside Japan after the quake, so
revenue nearly collapsed. The solution, Shockley said, was to
outsource as much of his operations as possible and pare down
the staff—although every effort was made to help them pursue
their careers elsewhere.
“The outsourcing of everything helped us get through 2011
with a whole lot less cost,” he said. “We became a great leanniche business.”
Unfortunately, the coronavirus has become the latest test of
the company’s mettle. And one effective tactic, Shockley said,
has been to visit partners to request reductions or deferments
of payments, while at the same time applying for and receiving
a few government grants.
Today, the company has used the lean time in its business to
revamp its website and boost its online presence.
“Be flexible,” he says. “Past lessons are just one part of the
equation that will get you to the other side.”

another dimension altogether,” he said. “This crisis is truly
global and is having an even more serious economic impact.
And we still do not know how it is going to end.
“It is testing all of us, and we need to figure out how
to be flexible and learn new business models,” he said,
pointing out that Panasonic has accelerated its adoption
of artificial intelligence.
“I think that is probably the lesson that we can learn from this
particular situation: the need to be flexible,” he said. “After each
of these situations, the world looks a little bit different and what
we have learned can be applied to better manage the next risk.”
Like others, however, he is confident that the stresses
imposed by the pandemic will be overcome.
“I am an optimist because, in my view, you have to be, both
in business and life generally,” he said. “That being said, I do
feel we are in for a period of real change as we figure out how
to transition to a new style of working—whether that be
working from home, new technologies, or moving projects
to a remote environment,” he said. “It will take time to work
through all the problems that we face, and we will not know
the full economic impact until this thing has played out.” n

We need to figure out how to be flexible
and learn new business models.
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GREEN RESET
Asia risks missing sustainable goals post coronavirus
By Francesca Regalado

When it comes to leading on climate change, many
have greener credentials than Thai Prime Minister
Prayuth Chan-o-cha. But at a regional United
Nations’ gathering in late May, where a handful
of Asia–Pacific leaders delivered video messages,
Prayuth encouraged member states to “build back
better,” calling for a reset of national economies
toward environmental and social sustainability.
“The Covid-19 crisis has gravely impacted national and
global economies,” the former general told the United Nations
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific
(ESCAP). “It will also affect our endeavors to achieve the
sustainable development goals, or SDGs. But in every crisis
lies an opportunity.”
INVEST IN THE PLANET
Asian governments are throwing historic sums of stimulus
money into industrial output, consumption, employment,
and tourism to steer economies through the crisis. Massive
government spending successfully lifted the world out of the
global financial crisis more than a decade ago, but left income
distribution, structural reform, and environmental protection
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out of the equation. Experts warn against making the same
mistake now and see particular urgency—and long-term
benefit—in investing to heal the planet.
“Recognizing the immediate need to generate jobs, you also
have to look at whether measures do not lock you into a highcarbon future,” said Milag San Jose-Ballesteros, director for East,
Southeast Asia, and Oceania at the C40 Cities Climate Leadership
Group, an international consortium of local governments.
The coronavirus crisis hit when the Asia–Pacific region
was already behind on meeting its 2030 targets under the UN
SDG blueprint. Despite progress in education and affordable
clean energy, an ESCAP interim report in March warned of
regional regression in the areas of sustainable consumption
and climate action.
The slowdown caused by the pandemic may give the region
a prime opportunity not only to catch up on environmental
targets, but also to lay the groundwork for a green transition.
“This has to be the beginning of our region’s decarbonization,”
said Kaveh Zahedi, ESCAP’s deputy executive secretary.
Because the pandemic has halted travel, manufacturing,
and other carbon-intensive activities, global emissions are
expected to decline by eight percent this year. To prevent a
larger rebound in emissions as economies recover, ESCAP
recommended taking advantage of currently low energy
prices to phase out fossil fuel subsidies. Such savings could
finance blockbuster stimulus packages in the region and
create 14 million new jobs, the commission said.

PARTNER CONTENT

GET GREENER
LEAD OR LAG?
But despite encouraging words from politicians such as
But any slashing of projects may not necessarily align with what
Prayuth, the regional report card on green transition falls
environmental advocates have in mind. “That has everything
short of its potential.
to do with local politics,” said Gosens. “For the Chinese, they
Even Thailand’s three stimulus packages, worth a combined
don’t have a very strong opinion about what these countries
$76.2 billion, have yet to pave the way for a green transition, the
choose to do.”
UN resident coordinator in Bangkok said in a report earlier this
In Vietnam, which has eight China-backed coal plants under
month, stressing that the country “should harness low-carbon
construction according to Greenpeace data, authorities are using
investment opportunities to reboot the economy.”
the need for economic recovery to push projects that may be
Attempts to remake the regional economy into a greener
harmful to the environment.
model are moot without China, the world’s largest user of
On June 12, the government in Hanoi led by Prime Minister
coal and emitter of carbon dioxide. To revive the national
Nguyen Xuan Phuc signed off on a $9.3 billion coastal resort
economy, Beijing is accelerating plans to invest $1.4 trillion
led by Vingroup Joint Stock Company, the country’s largest
in “new infrastructure,” including high-speed rail and electric
private conglomerate. Vingroup had to wait years for approval
vehicle charging stations. That would be a departure from
as civil society groups and environmental activists warned of
China’s recovery during the 2008 global financial crisis, when
risks to a biosphere reserve described as a “green lung,” which
a $566 billion stimulus was pumped into carbon-intensive
protects against air and water pollution. Experts say extensive
“old infrastructure,” such as highways, bridges, and airports.
land reclamation will have profound environmental impact
“It’s better than the traditional reflex of policymakers, but
on Ho Chi Minh City as well in the Mekong Delta.
it’s also not perfectly green,” Jorrit Gosens, research fellow
“The pandemic provides perfect cover for the approval,”
at Australian National University’s Centre for Climate and
a Vietnamese environmental activist based in Ho Chi Minh
Energy Policy, told the
City said when learning
Nikkei Asian Review.
ESCAP recommends folding sustainable of the government’s green
Despite Beijing’s language,
light. A directive from the
or climate-resilient investment criteria Vietnamese Communist
concrete plans and investment
pledges for each area depend
Party’s Politburo in late
into loans for enterprises.
on provincial governments.
May sought an “immediate”
The central government, however, has a large sway over
start to “large-scale and important projects that have spillover
the region’s green progress because of its massive Belt and
effects on socioeconomic development of localities, regions,
Road Initiative (BRI). In April, a coalition of environmental
and industries.”
groups asked China’s finance minister to use the coronavirus
In contrast, South Korea appears to be taking the lead on
economic lull to reconsider BRI projects, such as coal plants
environmental transition despite the dominance of the highly
and dams, that may harm the planet.
polluting steel, automobile, and oil refinery industries.
“Asia and the world will not meet their targets if China
In early June, the government unveiled a budget that will
doesn’t meet their targets, or if China doesn’t decide to stop
allocate ₩31 trillion ($25 billion) for an ambitious “green new
building a lot of those coal-fired power projects,” said Gosens.
deal” through 2022. Although specific targets and timelines
“The Chinese economy is hurting quite a bit,” he added,
will be unveiled in July, the three-year plan includes a “green”
“so they might reconsider those investments abroad that
remodeling of public facilities, buildings, housing, and manu
have the poorest return on investment.”
facturing bases expected to create 550,000 jobs.

Asia’s COVID-19 stimulus and the environment
Total stimulus (in billions of dollars)

Percent of GDP
2,100.0

Japan
594.0

China
270.0

India

246.6

South Korea

Allocation for green transition

40.0

$102.8 million

4.1

$1.4 trillion

10.0

None specified

12.1

$25 billion

Thailand

74.4

8.9

None specified

Singapore

66.8

18.3

$5.9 billion

Malaysia

59.6

17.0

None specified

4.4

None specified

11.9

3.2

None specified

7.6

2.0

None specified

Indonesia
Philippines
Pakistan

44.1
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President Moon Jae-in proposed the plan before national
legislative elections in April, when a landslide victory for his
Democratic Party ushered in new parliamentarians pushing
for climate action.
“At first, the government’s recovery plan focused on going
digital, but NGOs and experts said we need to add a green new
deal because Covid is also linked to climate issues,” said Yujin
Lee, a researcher at South Korea’s Institute of Green Transition.
Scientists say economic activities invading wildlife areas in
crease human contact with animals that could transmit viruses
such as Covid-19.
JAPAN’S APPROACH
Quieter measures are included in Japan’s economic stimulus,
which has now ballooned to $2.1 trillion—40 percent of gross
domestic product (GDP). A total of ¥8 billion ($74 million) in
subsidies will finance installation of energy-efficient ventilation
systems in public spaces including restaurants and hotels, and
construction of factories powered by renewable energy for com
panies bringing overseas manufacturing bases back to Japan.
Another ¥3 billion was set aside to maintain Japan’s extensive
national parks—as well as industries and businesses dependent
on them—until foreign visitors can return.
Various domestic interests are competing for the Japanese
government’s ear. The Ministry of Environment sets climate
policy, but the influential Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry oversees national energy strategy. The incongruity of
the country’s Paris Agreement commitments, and continued
financing of coal power projects, has become a source of embar
rassment for Minister of the Environment Shinjiro Koizumi
during international climate change conferences.
“The Japanese government has been holding hearings with
industries like the airlines and tourism, which is good because
they have suffered from the crisis,” said Kazue Suzuki, spokesper
son for Greenpeace Japan. “But they also need to hear voices
from NGOs that are tackling climate change because it is a
crisis that we cannot wait to take measures on.”
PROGRESS THROUGH RECOVERY
While national governments are prioritizing economic
recovery, the C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group, which
includes the leaders of Seoul, Hong Kong, and Quezon City
in the Philippines, have signed a pledge to “build a better,
more sustainable, and fairer society” through coronavirus
recovery plans.
“In most cases, cities can make changes quite fast” compared
to national governments, said Ballesteros, describing how they
can implement tangible policies such as updating sustainability
requirements in building codes and subsidizing the retrofitting
of old structures. Changes can even be as simple as promoting
cycling and creating dedicated lanes.
“It provides what you need in terms of safe distancing as
well as exercise, and then of course it means less pollution
too,” Ballesteros said. Habits acquired in quarantine, such as

Electric vehicle infrastructure is one of Japan’s focuses.

working from home, could be viable long-term alternatives,
reducing emissions from transportation and overhead costs
for companies, she added.
South Korea’s capital, Seoul, is planning its own local green
new deal, concentrating on remodeling public buildings and
housing to create jobs and reduce emissions, 70 percent of
which are produced by cooling and heating systems in buildings.
As the coronavirus crisis is far from over, further stimulus is
expected from national governments. And there is much left
to be done for long-term environmental measures. ESCAP’s
analysis of economic recovery plans by 49 governments shows
improvements in social protections, but, said Zahedi, “what
we’ve seen less of in the stimulus is investment in the planet.”
Yuta Okazaki, director of the policy coordination office at
Japan’s Ministry of the Environment, told Nikkei that more
sustainable recovery initiatives can be expected in the 2021
annual budget due by the end of September. The ministry is
consulting with European counterparts on green stimulus
policies. France’s aid to Air France-KLM, for example, is
contingent on reducing short-haul flights and a 50-percent
reduction in carbon emissions by 2024. Austria and Germany
have leveled the same conditions on Austrian Airlines and
Lufthansa, respectively.
Even for Singapore, a country where stimulus measures
have produced immediate social and business protections,
ESCAP recommends folding sustainable or climate-resilient
investment criteria into loans for enterprises.
Once the immediate challenges of the pandemic are ad
dressed, experts hope governments can focus on structural
green reforms.
“Maybe, until now, some of these investments have been
presented as unaffordable,” said Zahedi. “Given that stimulus
packages range from 0.1 to 20 percent of GDP, clearly there is
fiscal space to make these much-needed investments.” n
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DIGITAL REVOLUTION
Public affairs as a partner in innovation
By Timothy Langley and Yutaka Matsuzaki

A

s countries struggle to adapt to the Covid-19 pandemic, the
need for a digital transformation has become clear. In Japan,
where much of the process remains analog and shrouded in bureau
cracy, obstacles to change are formidable.
But there is opportunity to be found in crisis. Fields such as
teleworking, telemedicine, online learning, and the Internet of
Things offer innovative companies a chance to put their solutions
to work. These technologies can save lives, prevent infections, and
bring additional benefits to society.
One of the biggest challenges companies face in Japan is
regulation. The conventional process
cannot keep up with the pace at which
new technologies are being introduced
into the market, nor are they designed to
account for these new capabilities or ways
of providing services.
Circumstances such as those brought about by Covid-19, where
markets and consumer behavior change almost overnight, present
added challenge.

Even global companies typically have fewer than four employees
dedicated to public affairs in Japan. Small businesses rarely
have even one, with external affairs often handled by the CEO
or another executive. So, what should a company do when they
need immediate support? Sending a fresh hire into the field
comes with added risk.
More businesses are seeing the value in developing and
executing a public affairs strategy with a professional team
that knows the key players and how to reach them. But finding
the right team—one that knows the language and the culture,
has the right background and connec
tions, and is up to speed on the issues—
is a challenge.

Stakeholders must be
identified and engaged in a
strategic, multifaceted way.

TAKE ACTION
Companies must act aggressively or risk losing opportunities.
A business’s response—or lack thereof—can be the difference
between gaining market share and bankruptcy.
This is where public affairs can help.
An adept practice of public affairs takes a unique approach to
every issue. Stakeholders across government, business, media, and
the rest of society must be identified and engaged in a strategic,
multifaceted way. When successful, regulatory change can happen
in months—or even weeks—rather than years. In a country with
complex policymaking, such as Japan, few have the experience and
networks needed for this.

RED FLAGS

Using a third-party provider for a publicaffairs strategy is a major decision. They will work closely with
the company to represent it to high-level policymakers and the
public. That means due diligence is crucial to finding a reputable
and capable partner, especially for companies that are subject
to strict regulations such as the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
or other anti-corruption measures.
Looking at a potential provider’s website is a good start, but it is
also important to check what others say about them. Are there
negative mentions of them in the press? Have they been caught
up in scandals? These are red flags that should be avoided at all
costs. Reputation is everything in Japan, and it is easily tarnished
through association.
When a company finds the right public affairs provider, it can
reach new heights. A good provider can become an essential part
of a company’s team, guiding it through the maze of regulations,
politics, and social norms that can leave others lost. n
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TELEWORK SPURS ACTION
TO THWART CYBERATTACKS
Despite being pushed in the lead-up to the
now postponed Tokyo 2020 Olympic and
Paralympic Games, teleworking failed to
capture much attention until coronavirus
struck. Since then, it has taken off with
a vengeance and has been instituted in
earnest by numerous major corporations.
Many companies, however, have found
themselves vulnerable due to their poor
or nonexistent capabilities to stave off
cyberattacks. The propagation of true
teleworking, it seems, is not that simple.
Internal Affairs and Communications
Minister Sanae Takaichi, who has held her
position since the formation of Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe’s second Cabinet in
2014, has long been a supporter of tele
working. She has worked actively to pro
mote the option as a means of boosting
productivity. Beginning in 2018, a national
campaign called “Telework Days” was
launched. Its budget was increased each
year, but it yielded few results and the
efforts floundered.
In the face of Covid-19, a government
task force has included teleworking as part
of the basic guidelines for dealing with the
crisis, and businesses that had failed to
embrace the option realized that not doing
so was a threat to their existence.
But while, for many, the plans were already
on the drawing boards, proper security had
been overlooked. A survey conducted by
data security provider Trend Micro Inc. from
January to March found 6,559 instances of
users in Japan being redirected to illegal sites
containing the word “covid” or similar strings.
Japan ranked second after the United States
(7,151) and accounted for 14 percent of such
attacks globally.
Recognizing the risk, the Tokyo Metro
politan Police Department has been calling
for measures to defend against cyberattacks.

The ministry has prioritized measures for
dealing with the threat as part of its pro
motion of teleworking, but a young staff
member at the ministry voiced disappoint
ment: “The attacks had been anticipated
from the beginning. Despite our best efforts,
we may lose the chance to adopt a true
teleworking system.”
MINISTRY OF FINANCE

RECORD NUMBER OF
SECURITIES ACCOUNTS
AS STOCK PRICES DROP
Despite the marked decline in the value of
stocks due to Covid-19, more people are
opening trading accounts with securities
firms. Customers opened 164,000 accounts
with Rakuten Securities (Rakuten Shoken)
in March, leading the company to announce,
“We’ve set a new record in the industry.”
While the Financial Services Agency (FSA),
which has been urging people to shift from
savings to investment, has welcomed the
trend, there is also concern that the value of
many people’s holdings has dropped below
the original investment.
“Now is actually not the time to begin
investing,” a staff member of the agency said.
Buying when a stock value is low and selling
when it’s high is the basic principle, after all.

J-MEDIA

DIET DAILIES

Japan policy updates translated
from Keizaikai magazine

It is noteworthy that more than 70 percent
of those opening new accounts are first-time
investors, and more than 60 percent are aged
30 or under. Perhaps they were moved by
remarks last year that ¥20 million would be
necessary to ensure a comfortable livelihood
after retirement, and the drop in stock prices
motivated them to take action.
Due to the uncertainties of the pandemic,
some have predicted that stock prices may
plummet a second—or even third—time,
and another staff at the agency fretted, “If
more losses occur, we’re worried people will
become gun-shy and start to see investing
as too dangerous.”
More than half of individual Japanese
assets are held in cash, and investment is
lower compared with Europe and North
America. With the rapid aging of Japanese
society, this is a matter of great concern.
One reason for this may be that, since the
collapse of the economic “bubble” in the
early 1990s, a negative image has persisted
that common shares are scary and invest
ment is akin to gambling.
From the long-term view, if monthly
investments are diversified, it is fairly easy
to obtain stable-interest revenues. With
the number of first-time investors on the
rise, the FSA wants to continue its encour
agement, but must face the bitter reality
that this is difficult with so many people
suffering hardships due to the pandemic. n
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